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Hope Pangere

PANGERE CEO, STEVE PANGERE, VISITING A 

JOBSITE WITH HIS SEEING EYE DOG HOPE

ONE OF PANGERE’S

CORE VALUESSafety:

Each year, The Pangere Corporation 

invests significantly in employee 

training.  Training in areas such as 

equipment use, safety, supervisory 

skills, and time-management, enhances 

both the professional and personal 

development of our employees.  We 

believe that ongoing training keeps 

Pangere employees engaged and 

energized about their future with 

the company and enhances their 

interaction with our customers.

Member FDIC

Serving Indiana businesses 

across the state in support of new 
and growing communities.

• Local-decision making

• Relationship banking

• Family-owned 
   since 1895

1-888-Centier | Centier.com

We treat your business like our family business, with a promise to 

remain independently owned and operated for generations to come. 

on Family and Business
FOCUSED FOCUSED FOCUSED 
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Business is Building Education
 

One of the biggest trends in Indiana business that we’ve had the privilege of observing over 

the last few years is the heightened role companies are playing in shaping the course of educa-

tion and training. Faced with a need for more skilled employees during a stretch of historically 

low unemployment, many business leaders have taken it upon themselves to develop talent 

rather than hope it comes walking through their door with a resume. 

There’s quite a lot of variety as to how employers are going about this, depending on their com-

pany’s particular needs. Some are forming collaborative partnerships with universities and colleges 

where employers can provide the experiential side of learning while helping to shape class curricu-

lum with their insights. It’s beneficial for both parties and also outstanding for students. 

Other employers are taking it upon themselves to produce the kinds of candidates they 

need, and Indiana has made great strides to support their effort. Now that companies can re-

ceive grants and reimbursement funds for training under the Next Level Jobs initiative, many 

are finally able to achieve skill goals they’ve been after for quite some time. 

Communities throughout the state are doing their part to help too. Quality-of-place proj-

ects are springing up in nearly all of the major economic development regions to support the 

business community’s effort to attract and retain talent. 

There’s truly never been a better time for a company to take the reins regarding education 

and training. With the amount of support and eager partners available, business leaders can 

play a big part in shaping the capabilities of our future workforce. 

It’s for that very reason that we’re proud to present all of the strategies, ideas, and updates 

contained in our JAN-FEB Education issue. Great things are happening in Indiana and your 

company should be a part of them. When we learn, we grow. 

Wishing you and your employees all the best as we begin 2019,
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Sonda Sorg  
Sonda Sorg is metro market manager of 

Robert Half in Indianapolis. She has more 

than 20 years of experience with the organi-

zation and is a graduate of Butler University. 

Founded in 1948, Robert Half is the world’s 

first and largest staffing firm and has more 

than 400 locations worldwide. 

On the Cover

Pictured from left to right: Thomas L. Keon, Purdue 
University Northwest; Gene Wells, University of Evansville; 
Stacie Jeffirs, Saint Mary’s College; Geoffrey Mearns, 
Ball State University; Tradara McLaurine, Indiana State 
University; Stephen Standifird, Butler University; Jason 
Blume, Trine University; Chris Lowery, Ivy Tech Community 
College; Jana Szostek, Indiana University Northwest; Tom 
Cath, Valparaiso University; Matt Lucas, IWU-National 
& Global; David Tucker, Vincennes University; Daniel J. 
Elsener, Marian University.
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T
he fact that small businesses are regard-

ed as the “backbone” of the U.S. economy 

is an almost universally accepted notion 

by legislators throughout the country. There 

are several facts about Indiana that support 

that idea, namely that over 99 percent of com-

panies here are small businesses, almost half of 

all employees work for small firms, and last year 

small companies created more than 33,000 jobs 

(U.S. Small Business Administration Office of 

Advocacy). Given their importance to our com-

munities, the state has recently made moves to 

expand a key partnership designed to support 

small business growth.   

The Indiana Office of Community and 

Rural Affairs (ORCA) and the Indiana U.S. 

Department of Agriculture (USDA) Rural De-

velopment announced that nine Main Street 

organizations will be a part of a new program 

focused on retaining existing businesses and 

expanding new business and entrepreneurial 

opportunities. ORCA was awarded a $100,000 

grant from the USDA Rural Development to 

create the IMPACT Main Street program.

“Collaboration between local, state, and fed-

eral partners allows for these communities to 

create a stronger environment in their core com-

mercial centers,” Lt. Governor Suzanne Crouch 

said. “Rural Indiana is the next great economic 

frontier, and we will continue to do what we can 

to support them and help them thrive.”

 “OCRA is a great partner and when it comes 

to their connections 

to the needs of rural 

communities around 

local community 

economic develop-

ment, they are the go-

to agency in Indiana 

for help with funding 

and technical assistance,” said Michael Dora, 

Indiana USDA state director. “Therefore, it was 

only natural that USDA and OCRA expand on 

their partnership. We are proud to leverage our 

assets and extend to OCRA a grant to be used to 

promote rural prosperity.”

The nine Main Street organizations selected 

for this pilot are in the following communities: 

Seymour, Fairmount, Tell City, Tipton, Rock-

ville, Sullivan, Dillsboro, Elwood, and LaPorte. 

They will be working with Ball State University’s 

Indiana Communities Institute to design and 

implement business investment strategies for 

their downtowns.

“This type of innovative programming di-

rectly impacts local business development and 

spurs further private investment,” said Jodi 

Golden, OCRA executive director. “IMPACT 

Main Street will help us continue our mission 

to catalyze economic growth in our rural com-

munities.” 

Once the pilot is complete, OCRA intends 

to extend the program to other Main Street or-

ganizations.  

Successful Beginnings 
The new IMPACT Main Street program is 

only the latest in a more than 30-year history of 

ORCA’s endeavors to strengthen small business. 

The Indiana Main Street Program (IMS) has 

been developing communities in Indiana since 

1985 and it’s been under ORCA’s management 

since 2005. In that time, it’s hit some impressive 

benchmarks, including: 

• 4,289 net new & expanded businesses

• 27,811 net full and part time jobs

• $3.3 billion in private reinvestment

• $1.8 billion in public reinvestment

Today, the program is serving 133 dif-

ferent communities in 81 different counties 

throughout the state. 

Fits Well with Other 
Initiatives

News of the expanded ORCA/USDA part-

nership comes at an opportune time for Indi-

ana. The state has been making strides lately to 

deliver more quality-of-place projects to help 

communities retain and attract a greater talent 

pool. Supporting small business projects would 

be a great way to continue those efforts and fur-

ther aid economic growth. ◆

Dr. Jennifer 
McCormick  

Dr. Jennifer McCormick is Indiana’s 

44th Superintendent of Public Instruction. 

A nationally-recognized educator and in-

novator, Dr. McCormick has served at 

every level of the K-12 education system. 

She has been a secondary special educa-

tion and language arts teacher, elementary 

principal, assistant superintendent, and 

served as superintendent for seven and a 

half years. 

Contributors

We welcome our readers to provide suggestions on emerging 
issues, trends, and opinions offering a different perspective. 
Contact editor@BuildingIndiana.com!

By Nick Dmitrovich

Main Street
Gets a Boost    

USDA and ORCA 

Expand Partnership 
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Nine Main Street Organizations Selected 

for the IMPACT Main Street Project Pilot:

Seymour 

Fairmount 

Tell City 

Tipton 

Rockville 

Sullivan 

Dillsboro 

Elwood 

La Porte

Fairmount Main Street members join Lt. Governor 
Crouch for the IMPACT announcement. Fairmount 

is one the first communities participating in the 
IMPACT pilot program. Photo: Indiana ORCA

 For more legal topics stories, check out 

BuildingIndiana.com.
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Metro Auto Recyclers 
Receives Highest 
Honors

Metro Auto Recyclers was awarded its 

fifth Clean Yard Gold Level from the Indiana 

Department of Environmental Management 

(IDEM). This achievement has been awarded 

to Metro for their diligence in protecting the 

environment and their community, and by 

passing a rigorous multipoint inspection. 

Currently, the company is one of only eight auto 

recycling facilities out of approximately four 

hundred in the state of Indiana to have received 

such high honors.

Indiana Department of Environmental 

Management (IDEM) mission is to implement 

federal and state regulations to protect human 

health and the environment while allowing the 

environmentally sound operations of industrial, 

agricultural, commercial and government 

activities vital to a prosperous economy. 

Michigan City 
Annexes 426 Acres 
for Development

Approximately 426 acres of land in 

northwestern La Porte County is now available for 

continued economic development. The parcels of 

property within the newly-annexed area – between 

Menke Road, I-94 and U.S. 20 – are owned by 

Oehmstead Co., Green Acres, Pioneer Lumber, 

MHP 1, LLC, Illinois Indiana Development Co., 

and Cemetery Regents of the City of Michigan 

City. All six entities voluntarily petitioned the city 

for annexation as a means of gaining access to city 

services, including sewer and water.

The acreage runs along U.S. Highways 35 and 

20 as well as Interstate 94. Due to its proximity 

to regional roadways, the land is most suited for 

manufacturing buyers including large distribution/

warehouse/logistics businesses. Air transportation 

is conveniently located down the street with access 

to the South Shore, or NICTD, railroad.

There are additional sites available for retail, 

commercial, hotel and office space. Potential 

uses also include residential such as an executive 

style home subdivision and multi-family 

development. All ideas are currently in the 

concept phase with potential developers and the 

Economic Development Corporation Michigan 

City working together.

West-Coast Firm 
Investing $600M in 
New Waste-to-Fuel 
Plant

Fulcrum BioEnergy, Inc., a producer of 

renewable jet fuel and diesel, announced plans 

to establish operations in Gary. The company’s 

new plant, the Centerpoint BioFuels Plant, will 

convert municipal solid waste into low-carbon, 

renewable transportation fuel, and will create up 

to 163 new, high-wage jobs by the end of 2022. 

Fulcrum will invest approximately $600 

million to establish Centerpoint at an industrial 

site in Gary that will be at least 50 acres in 

size. The company plans to begin construction 

in 2020, after finalizing site design plans and 

preparation. Once operational, Centerpoint will 

produce approximately 33 million gallons of fuel 

annually while diverting approximately 700,000 

tons of waste each year from local landfills in the 

Greater Chicago area and convert it offsite into 

a prepared feedstock. The Indiana Economic 

Development Corporation offered Fulcrum up 

to $2.1 million in conditional tax credits based 

on the company’s job creation plans. 

NIPSCO Provides 
Grant for Gunfire 
Detection System 

The City of Gary is programming a smarter 

city and enhancing its public safety efforts – 

made possible by a public safety grant from 

NIPSCO – with the installation of Databouy’s 

ShotPoint gunfire detection system in two of 

the city’s priority neighborhoods focused on 

reducing gun violence. The system is based 

on an acoustic sensor network that detects 

gunshots from small handguns to high caliber 

rifles and automatically locates on the source. 

With ShotPoint, a collection of sensors cover 

an area, each with the ability to sense, compute, 

locate and communicate. 

Investment in the technology upgrade is 

estimated to cost $75,000-$100,000, which 

will be covered by a public safety grant from 

NIPSCO. Six areas across two neighborhoods 

are planned to receive 29 devices that will be 

installed – primarily covering a large radius 

centered around 33rd Ave. and Broadway near 

the Indiana University Northwest campus. The 

new devices are expected to be installed and in 

use by early 2019. 

Illinois Steelmaker 
Picks Indiana for 100+ 
High-Wage Jobs 

Alliance Steel, an Illinois-based 

manufacturer of flat-rolled steel supply and coil 

processing, finalized plans to locate operations 

in Gary to support its continued growth, creating 

up to 130 new, high-wage jobs by 2023. The 

company will invest $19.7 million to establish 

operations in Gary, purchasing and equipping a 

250,000-square-foot facility at 2700 E. 5th Ave. 

The company plans to begin renovations in early 

2019 and be operational in northwest Indiana by 

January 2020. 

The Indiana Economic Development 

Corporation (IEDC) offered Alliance Steel up 

to $1.85 million in conditional tax credits and 

up to $150,000 in training grants. The IEDC 

also offered up to $900,000 in conditional tax 

credits from the Industrial Recovery Tax Credit 

(DINO) program, and the city of Gary offered 

additional incentives. 

CORE Indiana 
Awarded Greater 
Clark County Schools 
New Elementary 
School

CORE Indiana was awarded the new 

Elementary School project for Greater Clark 

County Schools. Working closely with architects 

Lancer + Beebe, CORE Indiana demonstrated 

how the new downtown Jeffersonville school 

Northwest

WWW.HI-REACH.COM1-800-REACH-90

   CROWN POINT, IN    •    SOUTH BEND, IN    •   LEMONT, IL   •   SOUTH BELOIT, IL   •   EAST DUNDEE, IL

YOUR HI-REACH EQUIPMENT PROFESSIONALS

AERIAL LIFT SERVICE 

BOOMLIFTS TO 191’TELEHANDLERS TO 12000#SCISSORLIFTS TO 56’

will be added onto the existing Jeffersonville 

High School and Nachand Fieldhouse. The 

design allows for students and teachers to have 

their own entrance behind the building and 

a visitor entrance will feature safety glass out 

front. Construction will begin January 2019. 

Notre Dame Creates 
New Architecture 
Design Studio with 
Tesla

The University of Notre Dame School of 

Architecture is collaborating with Tesla Inc. to 

create a design studio course focused on Tesla’s 

Gigafactory 1 based in Reno, NV. Students 

will explore how to move people and materials 

through the Gigafactory, the highest-volume 

battery production facility in the world. 

The second phase of the project will address 

how a business can work efficiently with local 

municipalities to prepare for rapid expansion. 

While there are currently 7,000 employees at 

the Gigafactory, the facility is only 30 percent 

complete. As Tesla ramps up battery production 

and continues to build out the factory, the Reno-

Sparks area can expect 10,000 new residents 

each year. 

Gary Airport 
Approves 10-Year 
Lease for New East 
Corporate Hangar

The Gary/Chicago International Airport 

(GYY) Authority Board approved a ten-year 

lease with Indiana-based Sage-Popovich to 

occupy the airport’s new East Corporate Hangar. 

The board approved construction of the near 

25,000 square foot hangar in March 2018 to 

meet growing tenant and user demand at the 

airport. The lease includes two 5-year extension 

options. Construction of the new hangar began 

this summer and expected to be completed 

during the first quarter of 2019.

RDC Secured $16M 
for Local Companies 
Last Year

The Regional Development Company 

(RDC) had 36 loans approved by the U.S. 

Small Business Administration in 2018, which 

brought a total of $16,000,000 in U.S. Small 

Business Administration funding to local 

companies. Of those 36 loans, seven were 

to women owned businesses, seven were to 

minority-owned businesses, and seven were to 

rural businesses. The Regional Development 

Company partners with local banking 

institutions to provide business financing for 

large capital projects. Through their efforts, 

the Regional Development Company helped 

bring $41 million of new investment into 

communities throughout the state of Indiana 

and Illinois. The company closed twenty-eight 

loans, helping to create 130 jobs in the States 

of Indiana and Illinois. Awards were given at 

the event to the top referring lenders to the 

Regional Development Company. Peoples 

Bank was awarded the Most Active Bank 

Partner with eight loans and $2,607,000 in 

referral dollars. 
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leased to Patrick Industries. Other companies 

located in the Warsaw Tech Park are Banner 

Medical and Winona PVD Coatings. These 

companies have committed to create or retain 

approximately 300 jobs and invest upwards of 

$40 million in buildings and equipment.

Bomarko, Inc. 
Announces $5 
Million Expansion in 
Plymouth

Bomarko, Inc., a global leader in the 

flexible packaging products industry, will be 

investing $5 million to expand their business 

in Plymouth. This plan is expected to solidify 

their presence in the community. The capital 

investment will include an estimated $2 million 

in building improvements and $3 million in new 

equipment, creating 20 jobs and growing the 

local economy. This expansion is supported by 

a 10-year 100%, real and personal property tax 

abatement. 

Bomarko is a food and medical grade flexible 

packaging company which creates innovative 

packaging for a variety of products ranging from 

ice cream sandwiches to adhesive bandages. The 

expansion includes a manufacturing building 

addition on its existing property of at least 

20,000 square feet and a new printing press to 

improve capabilities and market opportunities.

Northeast

Global Clutch Maker 
Investing $24M 

FCC (Adams), LLC, an automatic 

transmission clutch manufacturer, announced 

plans to expand its Adams County operations, 

creating up to 51 new jobs by 2021. FCC 

(Adams) will invest over $24 million to expand 

its 436,700-square-foot facility, constructing and 

equipping an 88,000-square-foot addition. The 

expanded space will house a new aluminum die 

cast machine process, six CNC lathe processes 

and four CNC drill processes. Construction 

is expected to begin in February 2019. The 

Indiana Economic Development Corporation 

offered FCC (Adams), LLC up to $400,000 in 

conditional tax credits. 

I&M Provides 
$400,000 to 
Agencies Helping 
Customers

Indiana Michigan Power provided $400,000 

to Community Action agencies in Indiana 

to help Hoosier families pay their energy 

bills and to use energy more efficiently.

I&M submitted $125,000 to the Indiana 

Community Action Association (IN-CAA) for 

the Energy Share program to help qualified 

customers pay their seasonal bills. I&M will 

provide an additional $125,000 in 2019. In 

addition, I&M is providing $150,000 to IN-

CAA to weatherize the homes of income-

qualified customers, helping them use energy 

more efficiently. IN-CAA is a statewide, not-for-

profit group comprised of Indiana’s 22 Indiana 

Community Action agencies. 

Paper Straw 
Manufacturer 
Expands, Growing 
Demand 

Centier Bank Hits 
Highest Quarterly 
Income in 123-Year 
History

Centier Bank has continued building on 

another year of success and growth, recording 

the highest quarterly net income of $14.8 

million. This represents the highest quarterly 

net income in the bank’s 123-year history. The 

strong third quarter has come at the tail end of 

a nine-month stretch featuring the highest year-

to-date income through September in the bank’s 

history as well.

During a time when many banks in the 

Midwest are merging or closing altogether, 

Centier’s growth continues throughout the state. 

After the bank’s 60th branch opening in Fishers 

in July 2018, Centier’s 61st branch, located 

at 2809 Emerson Drive in Elkhart, will begin 

welcoming the public in mid-November. These 

new branches solidify Centier’s “Not for Sale” 

promise that the bank will remain independently 

owned and operated for generations to come.

Illinois Manufacturer 
Adding 54 Jobs in 
NWI

Lake Cable LLC, a privately-held wire and 

cable manufacturer, announced plans to expand 

its operations in northwest Indiana, creating up 

to 54 new jobs by 2021. Nearly $7 million will be 

invested at the company’s facility at 2700 E. Evans 

Ave. in Valparaiso to expand its operations. The 

Bensenville, Illinois-based company, which also 

has two facilities in Elkhart, will add 82,000 

square feet to its existing 126,000-square-foot 

plant, allowing it to install additional production 

equipment to accommodate its growth. 

Construction is expected to be complete in 

2020, with commissioning planned to occur in 

late 2020. Training and incremental hiring for 

the expanded facility are expected to begin in 

mid-2020. The IEDC offered Lake Cable up to 

$300,000 in conditional tax credits. 

Financial Services 
Firm Opens First 
Indiana Location

St. Louis-based financial services firm 

Benjamin F. Edwards & Co. recently opened 

its first Indiana location in Chesterton. The 

opening of the firm also added five long-time 

Chesterton financial advisors and two financial 

client associates.

Making the move to the Chesterton office 

of Benjamin F. Edwards &Co. are the following 

advisors: Clifford (Cliff) E. Bryan, branch 

manager and managing director; and Jeff 

Fernandez, financial advisor. Also making the 

move are members of Roberts Jackson Wealth 

Management, including: Thomas T. Roberts, 

senior vice president; Kristin Louise Jackson, 

vice president; Ryan Jackson, financial advisor; 

Jennifer Espinoza, senior registered financial 

client associate; Deanna Lindlow, senior 

financial client associate. 

NIPSCO Announces 
“Your Energy, Your 
Future” Initiative 

Northern Indiana Public Service Company 

LLC (NIPSCO), a subsidiary of NiSource Inc. 

(NYSE: NI), unveiled an initiative to transition 

customers to a more affordable and sustainable 

energy mix. Referred to as “Your Energy, Your 

Future,” the effort detailed in the company’s 2018 

Integrated Resource Plan lays out a forward-

looking blueprint to transition northern Indiana’s 

energy generation away from coal toward cleaner, 

more efficient and cost-competitive renewable 

energy sources. 

Over the long term, the changes NIPSCO is 

making will equate to more than $4 billion in cost 

savings for customers. Becoming coal-free will 

also improve the region’s environment, reducing 

carbon emissions by more than 90 percent by 2028. 

Under the plan, the company will retire Units 

14, 15, 17 and 18 at the R.M. Schahfer Generating 

Station in Wheatfield, IN no later than 2023 and 

Unit 12 at the Michigan City Generating station 

in Michigan City, IN by 2028. Operation of 

NIPSCO’s existing natural gas-fired Sugar Creek 

Generating Station in West Terre Haute, IN and 

the Norway and Oakdale hydroelectric dams along 

the Tippecanoe River will continue. 

North Central  
$15M Hotel Elkhart 

Project Begins
Renovations have begun on the Hotel 

Elkhart project, a $15 million Regional Cities-

funded project to upgrade the famous hotel. 

Cressy Commercial Real Estate is taking the 

lead on the renovations. Over the years, the 

building has been used as both a hotel and 

apartments. Plans for the project will once again 

convert the building into a hotel with a new café, 

bar, meeting space, and more. Construction is 

expected to wrap up in the spring of 2020. 

Packaging 
Manufacturer 
Investing $1.2M 

American Containers, Inc., headquartered in 

Plymouth, has announced their third expansion 

in four years. The company plans to invest 

nearly $1.2 million in equipment to improve 

production capabilities and maintain their 

position as a valued Plymouth manufacturer. 

The expansion is supported by a seven-year, 

phase-in, personal property tax abatement, 

which was approved by the Plymouth Common 

Council. 

The expansion consists of two projects. The 

first is renovating a piece of machinery that 

will assist with their small box food service 

production. The company’s current equipment 

produces 90 units per minute and the new 

machine will make 350 units per minute. The 

second project is a new automated assembly 

process to expand corrugated honeycomb 

products, created and developed by American 

Containers. This equipment will assist workers 

by reducing physical demand. This automated 

machinery will allow output to quintuple from 

one unit per minute to five.

Warsaw Tech Park 
Expanding

Local public and private sector leaders 

announced the expansion of the Warsaw Tech 

Park and development of a shell building at 

the park. West Hill Development is beginning 

construction on a 50,000+ square foot shell 

building that will be available in spring 2019. 

Building specifications include pre-cast concrete 

walls, 24’ to 27’ clear height, and 50’ x 75’ 

column spacing.

Construction of this shell building follows 

development of a previous shell building now 
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Aardvark Straws, a Hoffmaster Group Inc. 

subsidiary and paper straw manufacturer, 

announced plans to expand its Fort Wayne 

operations, establishing a new, state-of-the-art 

production facility and creating up to 205 new 

jobs by the end of 2021. Aardvark is investing 

more than $9 million to lease and equip a new 

100,000-square-foot facility at 7310 Innovation 

Blvd. in Fort Wayne, which will replace its 

current 2701 South Coliseum Blvd. plant. 

The new facility will quadruple the 

company’s footprint and provide the potential to 

expand again in the future. Since Hoffmaster’s 

acquisition of Aardvark earlier this year, 

Hoffmaster has been working to aggressively 

ramp up Aardvark’s manufacturing capacity 

in light of the growing demand for viable 

plastic straw alternatives. With this expansion, 

Aardvark is on track to increase production 

capacity 700 percent by the end of 2019. The 

Indiana Economic Development Corporation 

offered the Hoffmaster Group up to $1,050,000 

in conditional tax credits based on Aardvark’s 

job creation plans. 

Scout Clean Energy 
Secures Permits for 
$150M Wind Farm

Scout Clean Energy, a Colorado based 

renewable energy developer and portfolio 

company of Quinbrook Infrastructure Partners, 

announced the successful completion of all 

local permitting approvals for the 130 megawatt 

(MW) Bitter Ridge Wind Farm in Jay County. 

Jay County Council recently granted a 10-

year tax abatement for the proposed US$150 

million Bitter Ridge Wind Farm. The project 

proposes to install up to 59 wind turbines across 

approximately 12,000 acres in Jay County. The 

project is now expected to proceed toward final 

design, procurement and construction with a 

target operations date in early 2020.

DWD Awards $1.5M 
Grant to Address 
Regional Workforce 
Issues

The Indiana Department of Workforce 

Development awarded Northeast Indiana Works 

an $85,000 performance grant to help address 

critical workforce issues in the region. Northeast 

Indiana Works plans to use the Workforce 

Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA) 

grant to improve adult education operations, 

where adults who lack a high school diploma 

can earn an equivalency or certification to help 

them move to a better job. The grant also will 

help enhance the Jobs for America’s Graduates 

program, which targets high school students, 

and develop career pathways. 

DWD provided grant opportunities to all 

12 workforce development boards throughout 

the state. In total, $1.5 million in grant money 

was distributed across the state by DWD to the 

region’s workforce development boards through 

this grant opportunity.

Central  
IUPUI, TechPoint 
Partner to Create 
Work-And-Learn 
Internship Model

IUPUI and TechPoint, the growth 

accelerator for Indiana’s tech ecosystem, have 

developed Xtern Semester, a pilot partnership 

that will integrate industry and university work-

and-learn experiences for college seniors and 

pipeline them into tech employers.

Selected IUPUI rising seniors will start in 

TechPoint’s Xtern program, a highly competitive 

summer internship that received more than 

1,800 applicants from 43 home states and 120 

universities in 2018. Xterns pursue tech-skilled 

roles such as software engineering, data science, 

and cybersecurity and business-skilled roles 

including marketing, sales, and design.  

Israeli Auto Supplier 
Tripling Hoosier 
Workforce

Omen USA, a manufacturer of aluminum 

parts for the automotive industry, announced 

plans to expand its manufacturing operations in 

Richmond, creating up to 200 new jobs by 2022. 

Omen USA will invest more than $15 million 

to increase its production in Wayne County, 

expanding its 76,000-square-foot facility by an 

additional 21,000 square feet and adding new 

production lines. 

The Indiana Economic Development 

Corporation offered Omen USA up to $1.6 

million in conditional tax credits. The Economic 

Development Corporation of Wayne County 

will provide a $237,000 general purpose grant 

for the company to use to offset expenses in 

building improvements, the purchase of new 

equipment or for the training of new employees.

DOT Awards $40M 
for I-65 Projects

The U.S. Department of Transportation 

has awarded Indiana $40 million in grants 

for interstate projects, which INDOT will use 

for the South Central and North Central I-65 

expansion projects. In the south, two lanes 

will be reconstructed and a travel lane will be 

added to increase capacity between SR 58 and 

SR 56. Several bridge superstructures will also 

be replaced. In the north, two lanes and a travel 

lane will be added between SR 32 and SR 47. 

Bridge and ramp work will be taking place too.

Catalent Invests $14 
Million To Expand 
Biologics Packaging 
Capabilities

Catalent Pharma Solutions, the leading 

global provider of advanced delivery 

technologies and development solutions for 

drugs, biologics, and consumer health products, 

announced that it is investing nearly $14 million 

to expand biologics packaging capabilities and 

capacity at its Bloomington, Indiana, biologics 

manufacturing facility.

Brazil Company Picks 
Indiana for HQ, 300+ 
New Jobs 

Sao Paulo-based Solinftec announced plans 

to expand its operations to America, establishing a 

new U.S. headquarters in West Lafayette. With this 

growth, the digital agriculture company plans to 

create up to 334 new, high-wage jobs by 2022. 

Solinftec plans to invest $50.6 million to 

establish operations at the Purdue Research Park 

in Tippecanoe County, investing in software and 

computer hardware to expand the company’s 

innovations to the U.S. and increase its tech-based 

offerings for U.S. customers in the agriculture industry. The company offers an 

IoT-based farm management system enabled by a suite of technologies. The 

technology digitizes all aspects of agriculture operations, monitoring all processes. 

Subject to the review of the Indiana Economic Development Corporation 

(IEDC) Board of Directors, the IEDC will offer Tecsoil USA (dba Solinftec) up 

to $6 million in conditional tax credits based on the company’s job creation plans.

KAR Auction Services Acquires 
Belgium Platform for $102M

KAR Auction Services, Inc., a global automotive remarketing and 

technology services company, announced it has reached a definitive agreement 

to acquire Belgium-based CarsOnTheWeb. The potential transaction is valued 

at approximately 91 million euros in cash (about $102 million) and up to an 

additional 65 million euros over a specified period of time contingent on 

certain terms, conditions and COTW performance. The companies expect 

to close the transaction the first quarter of 2019 subject to certain required 

regulatory approvals.

 

Leo Brown Group Breaks Ground 
on $15M Expansion

Leo Brown Group, a leading developer, owner, and operator of senior 

living properties in the Midwest, announces the start of construction of a 

$15 Million expansion of its existing Traditions at North Willow senior living 

community located on West 86th Street, directly to the east of the St. Vincent 

Hospital campus. When completed in the fall of 2019, this project – named 

the Villas at North Willow – will add 50 independent living residences to the 

senior living campus, which currently offers 120 assisted living and memory 

care residences.

Infosys Breaks Ground on U.S. 
Education Center

Infosys, a global leader in consulting, technology and next-generation 

services, announced it has started construction on its U.S. Education Center 

in Indianapolis. This state-of-the-art training campus and residential center 

for its employees and the employees of select clients will prepare the American 

workforce for the technology jobs of the future, and also begin to revitalize 

a 70.5-acre site on the West Side of Indianapolis on the grounds of the old 

Indianapolis airport terminal.

The company is providing an initial investment of $35 million to create 

the first 125,000 square feet of development, transforming the 70.5-acre site into 

an innovative training center. Infosys’ investment will fund major infrastructure 

efforts as well as beautification projects. Infosys anticipates the first phase of 

development will be complete by the end of 2020. 

Software Firm Picks Indy for 100 
New Jobs

Socio, a business-to-business Software as a Service (SaaS) company, 

announced plans to expand its operations in Indianapolis in order to keep up 

with growing demand from clients across 17 countries for its event technology 

platform. The company plans to significantly scale up its Hoosier workforce, 

creating more than 100 new jobs by the end of 2022. 
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Socio, which helps enterprises and small 

businesses optimize their events and boost 

return on investment for their organizers, 

attendees and sponsors, has averaged 450 

percent year over year revenue growth in the last 

two years. To accommodate its growing team, 

Socio will invest $1.2 million in its Indianapolis 

headquarters over the next five years. The 

Indiana Economic Development Corporation 

(IEDC) offered Socio up to $2.2 million in 

conditional tax credits based on the company’s 

job creation plans. 

Biofuel Company 
Begins Construction 
on New Facility in 
Shelbyville

POET is moving forward with full 

construction of a new biofuel facility in 

Shelbyville. With full construction started, the 

expected completion date for the nearly $160 

million facility is spring of 2020. 

POET Biorefining – Shelbyville will be the 

28th starch biofuel plant in POET’s network, 

and the fifth in Indiana. It will add 45 full time 

jobs and $110 million in annual corn purchases 

for farmers in the area, primarily within a 30-

mile radius. POET plans to start hiring for full-

time positions in spring 2019. 

E15 is a higher octane, cleaner burning and 

lower cost blend of 15% biofuel. Full implementation 

of E15 nationwide would add seven billion gallons 

of biofuels demand and an additional two billion 

bushels of corn demand for farmers who have been 

struggling with low crop prices and declining farm 

income over the last five years. 

SBA Indiana’s Loan 
Volume Reaches 
Over $601M

The U.S. Small Business Administration’s 

Indiana District Office Fiscal Year 2018 lending 

numbers demonstrate that entrepreneurs accessed 

capital needed to succeed and thrive via the SBA’s 

7(a) and 504 loan programs, contributing to job 

creation and economic development. The SBA’s 

Indiana District Office approved 1518 loans in the 

7(a) and 504 loan programs in FY18. Combined, 

these programs provided $601,491,400 to small 

businesses, showing a strong lending performance. 

Big Brothers Big 
Sisters Breaks Ground 
on New $3M Hub

Big Brothers Big Sisters of Central Indiana 

(BBBSCI) has broken ground on the renovation 

of its new building at 1433 N. Meridian St. 

In partnership with Capitol Construction 

Services, Rowland Design, and CORE Planning 

Strategies, renovations totaling $3 million on 

the 20,000 square foot “mentoring hub” began 

in early October 2018 and are expected to be 

complete by April 2019.

The building acquisition is part of the $7 

million RISE—Reach more kids, Inspire new 

opportunities, Strengthen our community, 

Emerge boldly—campaign, which furthers 

the mission of BBBSCI and continues to 

help transform the lives of children and the 

community. This initiative stems from a five-

year strategic plan to amplify recruitment, 

retention and support of both Bigs and BBBSCI 

employees to reach the program’s goal of serving 

1,500 children in central Indiana.

Southwest
 

Evansville Airport 
Completes Terminal 
Renovations

The Evansville Regional Airport cut the 

ribbon on its newly renovated terminal. Updates 

included the streamlining of the TSA screening 

checkpoint, and additional restaurant, post 

security, and parking lot improvements. The $20M 

project has been under construction for three 

years. In 2016, the Southwest Indiana Regional 

Development Authority authorized $5M for the 

project through Regional Cities funding as one 

of the gateway projects for the Indiana’s Great 

Southwest plan. The remainder was from FAA 

funding as well as other public sources.

Cummins Teams with 
Battery Innovation 
Center

Cummins has partnered with the Battery 

Innovation Center (BIC) in southwest Indiana to 

receive support in the testing and validation of its 

next generation battery systems and customized 

training for its workforce. The BIC partnered 

with Cummins over the last 18 months to serve 

an important role in testing and validating its 

new technologies – from battery management 

systems, battery pack development, product 

testing, and safety testing. 

In addition to hands-on technical 

development and testing, BIC also supports the 

talent development and acquisition strategy for 

Cummins. BIC has customized their existing 

multi-day Energy Storage Short Course to fit 

the specialized needs of Cummins employees. 

Currently, there are more than 1,000 Cummins 

team members who are in the process of 

completing BIC courses on topics ranging 

from advanced energy storage technology and 

chemistry, to implementation and safety.

Southeast

NTN Driveshaft 
Investing $90M, 
Adding 100 Jobs

NTN Driveshaft Inc., a global automotive 

supplier, announced plans to expand its 

manufacturing operations in Columbus, creating 

up to 100 new jobs by 2023. The company, 

which is a subsidiary of Japan-based NTN 

Corporation, will invest $90 million to increase 

its forging operations in Bartholomew County, 

purchasing and installing two hot forge presses 

and constant velocity joint assembly equipment 

at its 1.35 million-square-foot facility. 

The Indiana Economic Development 

Corporation offered NTN Driveshaft up to 

$750,000 in conditional tax credits based on the 

company’s plans to create 100 new jobs by 2023. 

Crown Point        Michigan City        Munster        Portage        Rensselaer        Valparaiso
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PNW Grad/Former NIPSCO 

Intern Takes Safety 300ft Up

Andrew Perez, a Pur-

due University Northwest 

(PNW) alumnus and former 

intern with NIPSCO, re-

ceived recognition recently 

for his efforts in conducting 

a quality and safety audit at the Alberta, Can-

ada wind farm operated by ACCIONA Ener-

gy. From 300 feet high atop a wind turbine, 

Perez studies worker safety. His observations 

could be used to develop a new safety pro-

gram. Perez graduated from PNW in 2016 

and interned for both NIPSCO and OSHA.

 
   EDUCATION

New Dean for Trine’s 

Jannen School of Arts and 

Sciences

Sarah Franzen, Ph.D., 

assistant vice president of 

accreditation and assistant 

professor in Trine Universi-

ty’s Department of Human-

ities and Communication, has been named 

dean of the Jannen School of Arts and Sci-

ences at Trine University. Franzen holds a 

Doctor of Literature and Criticism degree 

from Indiana University of Pennsylvania, as 

well as master’s and bachelor’s degrees from 

Indiana University.  

  HEALTHCARE

Dr. Bruce McClure joins 

Franciscan Physician Net-

work in LaPorte

The Franciscan Physician 

Network announced the ad-

dition of Bruce McClure, DO, 

board certified family medicine 

doctor, in LaPorte. Dr. Mc-

Clure’s addition is part of the growth occurring at 

the Beacon Medical Group clinic at 900 I Street in 

LaPorte. A physician for the past 34 years, McClure 

studied at Des Moines University College of Osteo-

pathic Medicine and did his residency at Ohio State 

University.

  CONSTRUCTION

Hasse Construction 

Welcomes New Project 

Manager

Hasse Construction 

Company, Inc. is pleased to 

announce that Clinton Jolliff 

has joined the company as a 

project manager. Jolliff will 

oversee a variety of projects, focusing specifi-

cally on the industrial market. With more than 

17 years of experience in the construction in-

dustry, Jolliff has established a reputation for 

leading successful projects within the region. 

Jolliff joins Hasse from Northern Indiana 

Public Service Company (NIPSCO), where 

he spent 10 years in various roles overseeing 

multi-million-dollar power generation and 

transmission line projects, including substa-

tion expansions and upgrades. 

  LEGAL

Ice Miller LLP Adds to Liti-

gation Practice

Ice Miller LLP recently 

announced that it has added 

Roya Porter to the firm’s liti-

gation practice. Porter served 

as a judicial clerk to the Hon-

orable Tanya Walton Pratt, 

district judge for the United States District Court 

for the Southern District of Indiana before join-

ing Ice Miller. Porter earned her juris doctor, cum 

laude, from Indiana University Robert H. McK-

inney School of Law in 2015. 

  BUSINESS

Kimball International Names 

New CEO

Kimball International, Inc. 

announced that Kristine L. 

Juster, a member of the Kim-

ball International Board of 

Directors since 2016, has been 

appointed CEO. Ms. Just-

er comes to Kimball International with over 20 

years of experience as a Global Executive at New-

ell Brands. During her tenure at Newell Brands 

she held the role of CEO/President of the Home 

Décor Segment where she worked with multiple 

design-driven brands.  

  BUSINESS

MJ Insurance Director 

Named Emerging Leader

Ryan Daniele, director of 

P&C strategy & operations 

at MJ Insurance, was named 

an Emerging Leader and will 

be recognized at the Inaugu-

ral Emerging Leaders Con-

ference in Miami. The conference, hosted by 

the Property Casualty Insurers Association of 

America (PCI), the Insurance Careers Move-

ment (ICM), and A.M. Best, will bring togeth-

er 80 rising stars in the insurance industry who 

were chosen during a highly-competitive se-

lection process. 

  EDUCATION

Rose-Hulman Names New 

President

The Rose-Hulman Insti-

tute of Technology Board 

of Trustees voted unani-

mously to name Robert A. 

Coons as the institute’s 16th 

president, effective immedi-

ately. Coons has nearly 30 years of service to 

Rose-Hulman, most recently as senior vice 

president and chief administrative officer for 

the last six years. He also served as interim 

president during the 2012-13 school year; 

was chief administrative officer from 2005 to 

2012; and formerly served as vice president 

for business and finance, and controller.

  BUSINESS

Daviess Co. Economic 

Development Names New 

Director

The board of the Daviess 

County Economic Develop-

ment Corporation (DCEDC) 

has selected Bryant Niehoff 

as its new executive direc-

tor. In his previous role, he was responsible 

for overseeing community development and 

related long-range projects in Shelbyville, and 

regularly partnered with the Shelby County 

Development Corporation and the Blue River 

Community Foundation in economic develop-

ment and quality of life initiatives.

Perez

  BUSINESS

Duke Energy Announces Two 

New Leadership Appoint-

ments  

Duke Energy announced 

two executive appointments 

for the state president of In-

diana and chief procurement 

officer. 

Stan Pinegar will become 

Duke Energy’s state president 

in Indiana. Pinegar joined 

Duke Energy in July 2012 after 

eight years in leadership roles, 

including president and chief 

executive officer of the Indiana 

Energy Association. 

Melody Birmingham-Byrd will become se-

nior vice president and chief procurement officer. 

Byrd has 24 years of leadership and managerial 

experience in the electric and automotive manu-

facturing industries.

  BUSINESS  

MJ Insurance Welcomes New 

Talent

Rebecca Sterchi joins MJ 

Insurance as a new employee 

benefits consultant. She has 

more than 20 years of experi-

ence in the human resources 

and employee benefits field. 

She most recently served as Employee Benefits 

Advisor for Apex Benefits Group where she 

was responsible for designing and executing 

employee benefits strategy and driving rap-

id client growth at the firm. In her new role, 

Sterchi will provide innovative solutions and 

consultation to MJ Insurance clients by align-

ing their employee benefits strategy with their 

business goals.

  EDUCATION

Purdue’s Garimella Ap-

pointed to National Science 

Board

Suresh V. Garimella, 

Purdue’s executive vice pres-

ident for research and part-

nerships and the Goodson 

Distinguished Professor of 

Mechanical Engineering, is one of seven recent 

appointments to the National Science Board. 

Members are selected for their eminence in re-

search, education and records of distinguished 

service and are appointed by the U.S. president. 

The board acts as an independent body of ad-

visers to both the president and Congress on 

policy matters related to science, engineering 

and educating the next generation of scientists. 

  FINANCE

Centier Bank Appoints New 

VP, Director of Marketing

Michael E. Schrage, 

President and CEO of Cen-

tier Bank, announced the 

appointment of Janice Ort-

bring as Vice President and 

Director of Marketing. Ort-

bring joins Centier with over 25 years of expe-

rience in developing marketing and advertising 

campaigns. Having served as vice president of 

marketing, creative director, and director of 

marketing and advertising, she was worked in 

every facet of marketing from conducting re-

search to building brand awareness to imple-

menting digital marketing programs.

  EDUCATION

“Once-in-a-Generation 

Leader” Chosen for Notre 

Dame’s LEO

Heather Reynolds, a non-

profit leader with extensive ex-

pertise in poverty alleviation, 

will join the Wilson Sheehan 

Lab for Economic Opportu-

nities (LEO) at the University of Notre Dame as 

its inaugural managing director. Reynolds has 

served as president and CEO at Catholic Char-

ities Fort Worth (CCFW) for the past 14 years. 

   BUSINESS

Vertellus Announces New CEO

Vertellus, a global manu-

facturer of fine and specialty 

chemicals announced that 

John Van Hulle is assuming the 

role of CEO effective immedi-

ately. Mr. Van Hulle brings to 

Vertellus more than three de-

cades of leadership experience in the specialty 

chemical and plastics industries. ◆
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Photo Feature

Indiana State University researchers
examine a bat in Tennessee in 2014.

Two students learn about rebar 
from Iron Workers Local 395. 

Pictured are (l to r): Tom Long, NITCO President; East Chicago Mayor 
Anthony  Copeland;  Tom Carroll, NITCO SVP-Sales and Marketing. 

Trades Connect 
with Tomorrow’s 
Talent

Northwest Indiana area students received 

a hands-on look at what careers in the build-

ing trades are like at the second annual Con-

struction & Skilled Trades Day hosted by 

the Construction Advancement Foundation, 

the NWI Workforce Board, and the Indiana 

Plan. Fifteen trade organizations participated 

and over 700 students from over 20 different 

schools attended. 

Marketing and exposing young people to 

careers in the trades is one of the most im-

portant ways Indiana’s construction unions 

are addressing the statewide labor shortage 

in their industry. In turn, school officials are 

presented with an additional promising ca-

reer option to recommend to their students. 

Members of Chicago Sprinkler Fitters Local 281 
showed students how to form a tight connection. 

A student learns about 
shingle placement from the 

United Union of Roofers, 
Waterproofers and Allied 

Workers Local 26. 

Connor Leto at the Iron 
Workers International’s 

Apprenticeship Competition. 

Indiana Iron 
Worker Takes 1st 
in International 
Competition 

Connor Leto, an apprentice with Portage-based Iron Work-

ers Local #395, recently took home first place at the Iron 

Workers International’s Apprenticeship Competition, which 

was held in Minneapolis, MN. Apprentices from both the Unit-

ed States and Canada - 15,000 contestants throughout North 

America with 68 competing in Minneapolis - faced off in eight 

different competitions. 

Also, among the final 68, Local #395 had another top com-

petitor. Kyle Knight, also an apprentice, competed for Local 

#395 and came in 21st.

ADVANCING 

SAFETY,  
QUALITY,  

AND  

VALUE 

IN YOUR 

PROJECTS
Join NWIBRT Today! NWIBRT.org

Northwest Indiana Business Roundtable  

(NWIBRT) provides a collaborative  

forum to Northwest Indiana business  

and industry to advance safety,  

quality, and value of construction  

and maintenance projects.
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Purdue University Northwest (PNW), 

through its Center for Innovation through 

Visualization and Simulation (CIVS), was re-

cently awarded a cooperative agreement from 

the Naval Surface Warfare Center, Crane Di-

vision (NSWC Crane) to research the ability 

to predict the lifespan of electronic compo-

nents. 3D modeling and simulation will help 

to accurately predict the lifespan of a system 

component in its real-time environment. 

PNW Earns 
Cooperative 
Agreement for 
Research from 
NSWC Crane

Rensselaer Opens  
Second Solar Park

Representatives from Rensselaer and the Indi-

ana Municipal Power Agency (IMPA) cut the ribbon 

for the second solar park in the community. Rensse-

laer is one of 17 IMPA member communities to have 

a solar park. The new Rensselaer 2 Solar Park is four 

times the size of the previous park in Rensselaer. 

The facility is rated at 3.84 MW and will produce an 

annual amount of energy to power over 500 homes. 

Pictured (L to R): Dr. Armin Silaen, CIVS; Nick Walla, CIVS; Prof. Hansung Kim, PNW; Dr. Alison Smith, 
Chief Engineer of Materials Analysis of Microelectronic Components, NSWC Crane; Prof. Chenn Zhou, 
Director, CIVS; John Moreland, CIVS; Edwin Mosquera, CIVS; and Varma Surapaneni, PNW.

Pictured are (l to r): David Rose, IWU-National & Global, vice president of enrollment and marketing; Diane 
McDaniel, IWU, vice president of diversity and inclusion; IWU President David Wright; Dr. Charlesetta Smith 
Staley, Martin University, vice president for academic affairs; and Martin University President Eugene White.

Indiana Wesleyan Universi-

ty-National & Global and Martin 

University, a private, non-profit 

university in Indianapolis, signed 

a memorandum of understand-

ing offering a 10-percent tuition 

discount and a private cohort in 

IWU-National & Global’s Master 

of Science in Management to 

Martin University graduates. 

IWU Signs  
Master’s 
Degree  
Agreement 
with Martin 
University 
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Unintentional 
Misconduct   
Laws We Could Be Breaking 
Without Knowing   

By Nick Dmitrovich

C
ompanies are a bit like ships made up of 

a multitude of moving parts. The captain 

isn’t necessarily required to know about 

each individual cog and gear during his day-to-

day activities guiding the vessel, but they each 

have important functions and are governed by 

specific regulations that need to be followed. A 

company’s operations are similarly built from a 

combination of a lot of different activities, many 

of which are governed by U.S. and state employ-

ment laws. 

Employers are expected to stay on the right 

side of these rules, but there might be a few 

they’ve never encountered before. So, let’s take 

a look at some of the laws we could be uninten-

tionally breaking. 

Punitive Paychecks are 
Prohibited

Let’s say you have an employee that acci-

dentally breaks an expensive piece of company 

equipment. You should be able to deduct the 

value of that item from their paycheck as rec-

ompence, right? No. Employers are prohibited 

from docking employee pay for things like dam-

ages, mistakes, or even poor performance under 

Indiana law. The only time deductions like these 

can take place is if prior consent was given by 

the employee, like during the hiring process or 

contracting. Note that employers can still fire 

employees for major mistakes though, but they 

still must be paid for all hours worked. 

Misclassifying Employees
Employers aren’t the ones who get to decide 

whether a worker is an independent contractor 

or an employee, only the Department of Labor 

(DOL) can make that determination. If an in-

dividual is misclassified, it can be costly for 

business owners. Therefore, the safe bet is to 

use the DOL’s own tools to make that classi-

fication. Search online for the DOL indepen-

dent contractor tests to help you, or if you’re 

really stuck you can request the IRS decide. 

Short Breaks are Paid
There’s a lot of confusion out there about 

compensation for employee break time. Fed-

eral law establishes that for meal breaks (typi-

cally 30 minutes or longer) employers are not 

required to pay employees or count that time 

towards their total hours. However, for short 

breaks (usually under 20 minutes) employers 

are required to compensate their employees 

and that time must be included in their total 

hours and overtime hours. Both Indiana and 

federal laws do not require that breaks be pro-

vided, but if short breaks are provided they 

must be paid. 

Leaves Don’t Have to be 
Paid

Individual states have all kinds of differ-

ent laws with regard to what types of leaves 

from work are required to be paid and which 

aren’t. In Indiana, the rules are pretty simple. 

Employers are not required to pay for basi-

cally any forms of leave. Vacation time and 

sick time benefits are not required by law, 

and things like state holidays, jury duty, time 

off to vote, and bereavement days are not re-

quired to be compensated. 

Franciscan Health’s
new micro-hospital

When You Can, And 
Can’t, Discipline 
Online Activity

You can’t fire an employee for 

complaining about your compa-

ny on their social media platforms, 

even though you may want to. The 

National Labor Relations Act gives 

employees the right to engage with 

one another in “protected concerted 

activity,” meaning they’re able to free-

ly discuss things like wages, benefits, 

working conditions, ideas for im-

provement, and more. This act covers 

online correspondence, even if it’s just 

people airing their grievances or oth-

er negatives. It’s worth noting though that em-

ployers can fire individuals who make false or 

slanderous statements, or commit harassment, 

discrimination, or bullying, as these are not cov-

ered by the labor relations act. 

Where You Can, And Can’t, 
Conduct Searches

As a general rule, an employer can search 

company property but not areas considered to 

be personal property. So, for example, com-

pany vehicles can be searched at any time 

but an employee’s personal vehicle cannot. 

Things like work lockers and desks can also 

be searched, but personal bags, purses, and 

individuals cannot. If an employer believes 

an employee is possessing something il-

legal in their car or in their pockets, they 

cannot search those areas or detain the em-

ployee (that would be false imprisonment). 

Instead, they should call law 

enforcement. On a related note, 

employers are allowed to monitor 

their facilities with surveillance 

equipment, including phone calls, 

as long as workers are informed. 

But they are not allowed to surveil 

private areas like bathrooms and 

changing rooms. 

Business owners should al-

ways be keeping an eye out for 

legislative changes that could 

impact their employees be-

cause new developments are 

established every year. If you’re 

unsure about the rules and how 

they apply to your firm, Indiana’s DOL is 

a great resource for answers. We’ll also be 

keeping you up to date in future issues and 

on our website. ◆

This article is for informative purposes only and should not 

be construed as legal advice. 

Sources: Indiana DOL, U.S. DOL, OSHA, U.S. News & World 

Report, IN.gov, Avvo, Nolo, Employment Law Handbook, 

FindLaw

Employers are expected 

to stay on the right side 

of these rules, but there 

might be a few they’ve 

never encountered before.

Misconduct   

   
By Nick Dmitrovich

Mishawaka (574) 406-6800 

14077 Esther Ave

Schererville (219) 865-6545 

1133 Indianapolis Blvd

Mishawaka

Schererville
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Infusions 
that Inspire 
Investors are Loving 
Indiana Companies
By Nick Dmitrovich

I
t’s evidently a confident time for investors in 

Indiana, as the last few months have brought 

in quite a few big announcements about 

companies that have secured new rounds of 

funding. For business owners with big dreams 

throughout the state, one can’t help but wonder 

how news of all the recent fundraising has left 

them affected. Perhaps they’re inspired. After 

all, investors are have been clearly demonstrat-

ing their support for those dreams. 

Infusions have come to early-stage businesses, 

mid-stage, and companies at other stages of growth, 

covering a wide assortment. Let’s take a look at who’s 

been supporting all of those big plans. 

$34.8M from Global 
Company to Machine 
Intelligence Developer

Scale Computing, an Indianapolis-based 

leader in edge computing and hyperconverged 

solutions, announced $34.8 million in Series F 

funding. The largest investor in the round is Le-

novo, a global technology firm. 

Scale’s patented HyperCore technology uses 

machine intelligence and automation to keep appli-

cations running without human intervention. Scale 

Computing recently partnered with Lenovo to bring 

its innovations to retailers all around the world. 

“We have experienced tremendous growth 

over the past two years, driven by our capability to 

completely automate the administration of a fully 

converged platform,” said Jeff Ready, CEO of Scale 

Computing. “This round of funding, combined 

with our new partnership with Lenovo, enables 

us to instantly reach customers at a global scale.”

Scale’s revenue has more than doubled over 

the past two years, with sales in the retail sector 

specifically up 4x, closely followed by other dis-

tributed enterprises. 

$7.5M from New Jersey 
Investor to Fishers SaaS 
Firm

Edison Partners, a New Jersey-based compa-

ny, announced leading a $7.5 million growth in-

vestment in Emplify, the Fishers-based employee 

engagement measurement company. Proceeds 

will be used for continued product innovation and 

to accelerate customer acquisition and growth.

Emplify provides a SaaS platform (software-

as-a-service) that establishes a performance 

measurement that ties employee engagement to 

business performance, giving business leaders a 

clearer picture of the success of their talent man-

agement. During the last 12-months, Emplify has 

experienced dramatic customer growth, increas-

ing annual revenue by more than 450 percent. 

The company works directly with more than 200 

companies.

Emplify is the third Edison Partners in-

vestment in the Midwest over the last four 

months. The company described Indiana as an 

“exceptional growth ecosystem,” and said, “the 

Indianapolis metro-area offers an emerging 

technology hub with strong state support and 

economic incentives. Breakout companies like 

Emplify have enjoyed strong engineering and 

business talent from local educational institu-

tions. And Indiana’s reasonable cost of living 

and wages are also very conducive to building 

a sustainable technology business.” 

$500K from IU 
Philanthropic Venture 
Fund, and Others, to 
Cancer Drug Startup

The Indiana University Philanthropic Venture 

Fund, which provides capital to faculty, students, 

alumni and staff at all IU campuses to help them 

further develop their research and innovations 

into startup companies, has committed to invest 

$500,000 in Indianapolis-based NERx Biosciences Inc. as part of $2.2 million 

bridge round. The company discovers and develops targeted therapeutics for 

cancer treatment. 

“The investment, combined with additional funds we have raised, will allow 

NERx to complete the preparation of a preclinical data package to support an In-

vestigational New Drug application to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration,” 

said Katherine Pawelczak, the company’s vice president for research. 

NERx Biosciences has received more than $1.2 million in grants from the 

National Institutes of Health, including the National Cancer Institute and Na-

tional Institute of General Medical Sciences. It has also received $150,000 in 

matching funds from the Indiana Economic Development Corp. and Elevate 

Ventures, Indiana’s venture development partner. 

$4M from Chicago Investors to Nonprofit 
Software Company

OneCause, a leader in mobile fundraising, announced it has closed $4 mil-

lion of new growth financing. The round was led by Chicago-based MK Capital 

with participation from Allos Ventures, and new investor, WinTrust Ventures. 

“There has been explosive growth in the nonprofit software industry and an 

increasing demand for year-round fundraising solutions that help nonprofits ex-

pand their reach beyond the ballroom,” said Kirk Wolfe, general partner with 

MK Capital. 

Since 2008, OneCause has helped thousands of nonprofits raise $1.5 billion 

for their causes with their suite of fundraising solutions. The organization has 

grown from a single-point solution centered around event fundraising to a year-

round, integrated fundraising platform. 

“This investment will allow us to continue the momentum we have created by 

offering the very best value in SaaS, mobile and integrated payment systems for year-

round nonprofit fundraising,” said Steve Johns, chief executive officer of OneCause. 

$3.5M from Georgia-led Group to AI Social 
Marketer 

Pattern89, which offers an artificial intelligence platform to improve paid 

social advertising results, announced that it has raised $3.5 million in additional 

funding. The oversubscribed round was led by Georgia-based F&M Investments 

and also included participation from High Alpha Capital, Break Trail Ventures, 

Elevate Ventures, IrishAngels, and strategic angel investors, including Chris Bag-

gott (co-Founder of ExactTarget and ClusterTruck).

“Pattern89 is delivering incredible results for marketing teams due to their 

extensive investment in data science and AI. Their proprietary algorithms are 

impressive and improving the performance of social media campaigns for their 

early customers who are seeing significant revenue gains from the platform,” said 

Monica Luechtefeld, board observer and former executive vice president at Of-

fice Depot. “At IrishAngels, we are excited to invest in the Pattern89 team and 

believe their AI to be the next game-changer in the digital marketing space.”

Since launching in June 2017, Pattern89 has built an impressive list of re-

tail customers, including LIDS, Finish Line, and Signature Hardware, plus some 

high-growth online-only retailers like PupSocks and Tecovas.

A Vote of Confidence 
For business owners, all of this news about investors validating and sup-

porting the growth of companies throughout the state must, at the very least, 

inspire hope. It’s been said that the only true votes we cast in the world are the 

ones we cast with our dollars. And, in that sense, it would seem that investors 

are giving Indiana companies a vote of confidence. ◆  

Engineers  |  Architects  |  Planners  |  Scientists

sehinc.com  •  800.325.2055

Let’s show the world what  

we can do together.  

Day by day. Project by project. 

Together we’re engineering  

clean water and preserving the 

 world’s most valuable resource.
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New Help is 
Expensive  
How Do We Cut the 

Cost of Training?
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S
o, you’ve taken on a new employee and 

now it’s time to get them oriented with 

their responsibilities. As a small busi-

ness owner, how much would this cost you 

and your company? 

There’s a lot to consider. Training usually takes 

a certain amount of resources, time, and invest-

ment. Not to mention the indirect costs gener-

ated by the diversion from normal day-to-day 

operations. The average cost for small companies 

to train an employee is about $1,900 and it takes 

roughly 43 hours for an individual to be consid-

ered trained, according to Training Magazine. 

But, it’s a necessity. Companies that don’t 

train suffer major profitability losses (about 24 

percent, HR Magazine). What are some ways 

that small employers can curb some of the costs? 

Partner with a Local 
University

Colleges and universities throughout Indi-

ana are seeking input from employers in various 

industries to align their curriculum with cur-

rent workforce needs. Almost every major insti-

tution in the state is building its career pathways 

for students, many through new partnerships 

and internship programs. On the employer side 

of things, many companies are seeking ways to 

develop new talent. By partnering with a local 

academic resource, you could connect with an 

affordable, or even free way to equip your staff 

with the skills they’ll need for your company. 

There are also programs available with many 

schools where you can retrain your long-time em-

ployees. Bumping up the skillsets of your best peo-

ple will always be valuable for competitiveness and 

employee retention, among other things. 

(Check out our Pro Voices article in this issue 

for details on the ways your company can partner 

with Indiana universities.)

Join Associations, 
Chambers, or Trade 
Groups

This suggestion is the top recommendation 

from the U.S. Small Business Administration for 

reducing the costs of training. Through business 

events and seminars hosted with other organi-

zations in your community or industry, one can 

often find training and educational opportuni-

ties through your membership. Plus, it’s great to 

be more involved with other firms in the busi-

ness community in any case. There’s a great deal 

to be learned from our peers. 

Remember, there are ‘Next 
Level’ Funds Available for 
Employers

One great way to reduce training expenses 

is to be reimbursed for it, as long as your com-

pany and the type of training you’re conduct-

ing is in one of many “high-demand” fields 

that Indiana’s legislators have earmarked. 

Under the Next Level Jobs initiative’s Employer 

Training Grant, employers who train, hire, and 

retain new or incumbent workers to fill in-de-

mand positions within recognized job fields 

are reimbursed for training expenses – possi-

bly even covering the entire cost. The grant will 

reimburse employers up to $5,000 per employ-

ee who is trained, hired, and retained for six 

months, up to $50,000 per employer. 

Condense and Consolidate
Borrowing from the LEAN strategy that 

many Indiana manufacturers utilize, individu-

als that are conducting training should consider 

which elements of their program might be ex-

pendable and which could be picked up from 

getting to work and actually doing the job. Of-

ten, you’ll realize that several of your tutorials 

or lessons could be merged into single sessions, 

saving time and money. Take stock of the types 

of questions your trainees are asking and adapt 

your instruction to better suit those questions. 

Also, reduce the number of training sessions 

you’ve required in the past. Trim off the excess. 

Cross Train as Often as 
Possible

There’s a two-fold reason to cross train 

as many of your employees as you can. One, 

it strengthens your company by covering any 

and all personnel gaps should an emergency 

or business change occur. Everyone will know 

how to fulfill the various duties of each other’s 

positions. Second, it turns every ordinary work 

activity into a hands-on training opportunity, 

mitigating disruption and keeping things mov-

ing. Keeping up a rotation will ensure that all of 

your employees are continually developing.

Use Your Best Asset: 
Your Employees

The experience that exists within your 

company is likely going to be a much more 

valuable resource than any outside training 

materials you could invest in. Job shadowing 

and mentoring provides hands-on experience 

that’s typically valuable for your company right 

away – transitioning a person from learner to 

worker much faster than other methods. In-

dividuals working in sales have a lot they can 

learn by shadowing an experienced sales rep. 

They’ll come to learn the needs of your cli-

ents, your product offerings, and strategies that 

have proven effective. 

Use Every Online Tool 
Available

Digital instruction and online educa-

tional tools for employers have been shown 

to reduce training costs expenditures by a 

whopping 50 percent and can reduce train-

ing time by 60 percent (Business.com). In 

many cases, specific online tutorials for 

things like new software or equipment are 

free and are provided by your suppliers. 

Also, for when group instruction is re-

quired, webinars are vastly cheaper than 

day-long business trips to attend seminars. 

Get to Work, Cheaper
There are many ways to save on training 

and get down to business faster and cheaper. 

Taking on a new employee should be an ex-

citing time for your company, not an expen-

sive one. A combination of several of the 

suggestions we’ve mentioned with additional 

ideas that fit your specific needs will enable 

your company to onboard new talent at a low-

er cost, getting you back to what you do best. ◆

By Nick Dmitrovich

INDIANAPOLIS | SCHERERVILLE | SOUTH BEND

219.961.4325 | COREconstruction.com
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APPRENTICESHIPS ARE

BIG IN INDIANA

Indiana was second, only to

California, with apprenticeship in 2017

Nationally, apprenticeship programs 

have grown 42% since 2013. 

Source: Fueloyal
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Two Indiana Schools among  

“100 Most Innovative Worldwide”

50. 
Purdue University

54. 
Indiana University

Brain Drain

Indiana ranks among the 

lowest in the country for teacher 

recruitment and retention.

College education in Indiana can be considered an export. 

Indiana ranks 16th in the United States 

for number of college degrees produced, 

but 40th in the number of residents with 

a college degree.

66 percent of graduates from Indiana 

public colleges remained and were 

working in Indiana one year after 

graduation. 

Five years after graduation, only 55 percent 

of graduates were working in the state.

Source: BLS, Indiana Teachers of Tomorrow

There are about 945 registered 

apprenticeship programs in Indiana.

The current number of active 

apprentices across the country 

is 125% higher than the 20-year 

annual average. 

2.
 3,342 people 

completed 

apprenticeship 

programs

1.
5,538 people 

completed 

apprenticeship 

programs

42%

Source: Reuters 

Source: US DOL, 2017

(Ranked out of 100)

Source: Brain Gain Talent Summit,  
               Indiana Business Research Center

We’re Going to Need More Credentials

Indiana’s STEM employment grew 

by 13.7% between 2009 and 2015 

and it’s continuing to grow. 

More than 99% of STEM 

employment requires some type of 

postsecondary education for entry, 

compared with 36% of overall 

employment.

loan debt on the books

44 
million

Number of 

people with

U.S. student 

loan debt

Total dollar

amount of

U.S. student 

loan debt

University of Evansville is the 

47th university in the world to 

be designated an ASHOKA U 

CHANGEMAKER CAMPUS. This 

means it is now part  of a network 

of entrepreneurs that promote social 

innovation.     

Can You 

Make Change?

The Purdue 
Bell Tower

The Indiana University
Student Building

Student Loan Debt by State, 

Midwest Region

$27,532
57%

$29,271
61%

$30,059
67%

$30,852
63%

$29,562
59%

$30,351
64%

$28,910
63%

= Percent of 

Grads with 

Debt

= Average 

Student 

Loan Debt

Source: Institute for College Access & Success

Source: Vice

Source: Institute for College Access & Success

Source: BLS, Indiana Teachers of Tomorrow
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What Makes a 
Good Boss? 
Indianapolis Workers 
Are Especially Happy 
with Their Bosses

By Sonda Sorg, 

Metro Market Manager,  

Robert Half, Indianapolis

87% 
of Indianapolis profes-

sionals said they are 

happy with their boss, 

topping the charts as the most satisfied market of 

all 28 cities surveyed by staffing firm OfficeTeam. 

In addition to Indianapolis, Salt Lake City, Chi-

cago, Los Angeles and Miami were most pleased 

with their boss, while those in Boston, Phoenix, 

Washington, D.C., Cincinnati and Detroit were 

least satisfied with their managers. 

Being a manager can be a demanding role, 

from making hiring decisions to making 

sure teams run smoothly. A bad boss, 

however, can send workers run-

ning for the hills. At 3.5%, Indi-

anapolis’ unemployment rate is 

indicative of a particularly tight 

job market where employers are 

experiencing significant hiring 

challenges. Retention is top of mind 

for most employers going into 2019, 

and it’s more critical than ever to have solid 

leadership in place to attract and retain talent 

employees. Employee engagement and satis-

faction levels must be a focal point for com-

panies to remain competitive today. So, what 

is it about local leadership that has workers so 

happy – and why does workplace happiness 

matter? 

What It Means to Work 
Happy

Workplace happiness can sometimes be 

viewed by employers as an abstract, touchy-

feely, intangible concept. But the reality is that 

happy workers aren’t just nice to have – they’re 

better for business. They’re more pro-

ductive and loyal. They’re even 

healthier. Being “happy” at 

work doesn’t mean every 

day is perfect or fun – it’s 

a deep feeling of satisfac-

tion and meaning gener-

ated by doing a good job. 

In a Robert Half study of 

12,000 workers across North 

America, we learned that three 

main factors determine whether pro-

fessionals experience on-the-job happiness:

• Feeling appreciated for the work they do

• Being treated with fairness and respect

• A sense of accomplishment from their work

While much of workplace happiness hinges on 

being at the right organization and in the right po-

sition, employers play a huge role in fostering these 

three key drivers in the workplace. From recogni-

tion programs to robust compensation packages, 

employers need to promote a positive culture to 

attract and retain great people.

Local Employers Making 
Strides 

Indy tops the charts when it comes to work-

ers who are happy with their bosses, but why? 

Three words: work-life balance. Seventy-five 

percent of Indianapolis workers recently sur-

veyed by Robert Half rated their work-life 

balance as good to excellent – and employ-

ees who felt they achieved balance between 

work and home were two times more likely 

to be happy at work compared to those who 

reported they didn’t. In another survey, 9 of 

10 (91%) workers said their manager is very 

or somewhat supportive of their efforts to 

achieve work-life balance.

In the past, work-life balance used to 

mean ending work and leaving the office at 

5 PM. These days, it could mean enjoying a 

compressed work week, 

the ability to work re-

motely or having a 

flexible schedule 

that allows profes-

sionals to step in 

and out of work 

to address person-

al responsibilities 

throughout the day. 

Smart employers un-

derstand that their staff ’s 

performance isn’t contingent 

on how many hours they spend at 

the office. 

Tips for Managers 
Even though Indy bosses are earning top marks 

from staff, it’s important that they continue to de-

velop and improve relationships with their team, as 

it can have a significant impact on morale. 

A GOOD BOSS:

• HAS GOOD COMMUNICATION SKILLS 

Keeps the lines of communication open 

with their employees.

• PROVIDES GUIDANCE  

Good leaders recognize strengths and 

weaknesses and offer direction and 

support.

• RECOGNIZES EMPLOYEES  

Shows appreciation for worker contri-

butions consistently.  

• BUILDS A PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP 

AND HAPPY WORK ENVIRONMENT 

Establishing a good rapport goes a long 

way. Identify ways to create a happy work 

environment, which will also be a positive 

reflection on you as the team leader. 

A BAD BOSS: 

• IS GENERALLY UNREACHABLE 

Staff who can’t count on a timely reply 

to their emails or voicemails are likely 

to be continually frustrated and may 

eventually seek greener pastures.

• MICROMANAGES EVERYONE Whether 

you intend it or not, micromanaging 

shows people that you don’t believe they 

can make good decisions on their own, 

and that you wonder if they have the 

necessary skills for the job.

• TREATS WORKERS LIKE THEY’RE INTER-

CHANGEABLE 

Employees aren’t looking for a best friend 

in their boss. But they do want to work for 

someone who makes them 

feel appreciated and treats 

them like  individuals.

• PLAYS 

FAVORITES 

Always favoring 

certain employees 

for promotions 

and assignments 

is a surefire way to 

make other employees 

feel unsatisfied in their 

positions.

The Bottom Line 
A manager can make or break a team. Why 

do good people leave? Because they often feel 

stifled and plateaued at their current place of 

work. It’s sometimes said that people don’t quit 

companies, they quit bosses. Managers, take 

steps to ensure you’re fostering a positive cul-

ture for your staff and offering the individuals 

on your team the resources they need to work 

happy. Your happy workforce will stick around 

and make real, tangible contributions to the or-

ganization. ◆
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First, The Numbers
It’s tricky to pin down exactly how many 

graduates leave the state. One of the more com-

monly cited reports on this topic comes from 

data published by Ohio-based TEConomy 

Partners on behalf of BioCrossroads, an Indi-

ana-based business development group for the 

life science industry. The report was published 

in 2016 and found the “level of retention for key 

science, engineering, and information 

technology graduates is quite low, even 

among in-state residents.”  

 

SPECIFIC FINDINGS FOR IN-DEMAND 

FIELDS FOUND THAT, AMONG ALL  

GRADUATES: 

33% of in-state biological science 

grads (and 6% of out-of-state grads) 

work in Indiana.  

38% of in-state engineering grads (and 6% 

of out-of-state grads) work in Indiana.  

49% of in-state computer and 

information sciences grads (and 5% of 

out-of-state grads) work in Indiana. 

60% of in-state healthcare grads (and 10% 

of out-of-state grads) work in Indiana. 

A LITTLE MORE RECENT DATA FROM PURDUE 

UNIVERSITY IN 2017 FOUND THAT: 

50% of Purdue bachelors-level 

graduates in STEM fields that were 

from Indiana found employment 

after graduation inside the state. 

LASTLY, A 2014 INDIANA UNIVERSITY KELLEY 

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS STUDY FOUND THAT: 

Rates of graduates leaving the state tends 

to increase with time since graduation.  

One year after graduation, 66% of 

graduates from public institutions 

remained and were working in the state.  

After three years, the remain-rate falls 

to 59%.  

After five years, 55% of graduates were 

working in the state. 

While there’s variety among each of those 

sources, the overall picture they form has those 

at the forefront of workforce development work-

ing hard to bring people into Indiana. Many of 

them have big projects underway too. 

From Drain to Gain
During his time as our former governor and 

now during his time as president of Purdue, Mitch 

Daniels has been a major figure in the movement 

to reverse the brain drain trend. Just a few weeks 

ago, he announced the university’s new Brain Gain 
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Initiative had achieved positive results in an early pilot program that could have 

positive outcomes for the state.  

The Purdue Brain Gain Initiative seeks to invite Purdue alumni (whom 

the university lovingly described as “some of the best talent from around the 

country”) to move back to Indiana.

“A few years ago, Indiana reached the top tier in every ranking of good 

business climates but the one category where we lag is in having sufficient 

human capital,” Daniels said.

A strong initial response to a pilot outreach program brought more than 

220 individuals interested in finding professional opportunities in Indiana. 

Serious conversations now are under way with a number of expatriate Boil-

ermakers, including scientists, a legal counsel, a marketing executive, and a 

research physician, for next steps in presenting high-priority candidates to 

partner companies.

The Initiative is partnering with TMAP, an Indiana startup founded by 

Purdue alumnus and former trustee Bill Oesterle, to connect interested job 

candidates with appropriate business opportunities.

Last week, Daniels sent a letter to 278 companies in Indiana inviting them 

to join the program. The initiative is ready to scale up. Next, Daniels will in-

vite other universities statewide to participate and will recruit more compa-

nies to the effort.

“Fifteen years ago, many of us adopted as our central goal, the reversal 

of the state’s brain drain,” Daniels said. “Since that time, Indiana’s population 

has begun outgrowing our neighbors, including a net in-migration of college 

graduates, but it’s not nearly enough. This initiative, if we do it right, will be 

the next great step in strengthening our Indiana community and economy.” 

Hospitals, doctors,  
gyms, good health.

WORKS  

FOR YOU!

MERRILLVILLE.IN.GOV   219.769.5711

Restaurants,  
art, music,  
a good time.

Excellent schools,  
a good start.

Businesses, jobs,  
careers, a good life.

Houses, apartments,  
a good home.

Big stores,  
small shops,  
good shopping.

M
any folks consider education to be an 

Indiana export.  

You’ll often see this notion described 

in headlines as the state’s “brain drain,” wherein 

college graduates or other trained-and-talented 

individuals have a tendency of leaving the state for 

employment prospects or community amenities 

found elsewhere. But, despite being a well-known 

trend, it’s a difficult thing to quantify. The move-

ments of human capital are individualistic and 

change frequently.  

One thing’s for sure though, many organi-

zations and institutions throughout the state are 

working quite hard to make Indiana a more at-

tractive place to talented individuals. Lately, efforts 

have been ramping up too, reflecting a rise in de-

mand for talent. We’ve gathered a look at the latest 

updates. But first, let’s check out the available data.  

Brainpower is in Demand 

By Nick Dmitrovich 
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Social Media and Data 
Mining 

It turns out, social media is good for 

other things besides cat videos. It’s also 

able to help with targeted talent attrac-

tion endeavors. 

The Economic Development Coa-

lition of Southwest Indiana partnered 

with Michigan-based market research 

and consulting firm Whittaker Asso-

ciates, national recruiting firm Bloom-

Bright (formerly Pareto People), and New 

York-based corporate artificial intelligence 

platform Blackbox.ai to develop a new way to 

directly market to new talent by using social me-

dia. Together, the group’s capabilities in analyzing 

data enabled the use of layoff data and social media 

marketing to identify and attract skilled workers 

from outside the region. 

“If we’ve learned anything from the project it’s 

that we need to rethink the entire hiring experience 

for candidates,” said Greg Wathen, president and 

CEO of the Economic Development Coalition of 

Southwest Indiana. “More than 50% of millennials 

use their smart phones to apply for a job.” 

After completing an early pilot version of the 

new method, the partners noted that social me-

dia definitely has certain strengths 

in the workforce development arena. 

Specifically, Dean Whittaker, founder 

and president of Whittaker Associ-

ates, said, “Social media marketing is 

stunningly effective when targeting 

individuals with previous connection 

to the Evansville area. A large audience 

can be reached inexpensively with cor-

rect targeting, testing, image and mes-

sage selection.” 

“LinkedIn Recruiter seems to be 

a better avenue for recruiting can-

didates that require a higher level 

of education in more “in-office” jobs, 

and Facebook ads seem to be a better 

avenue for recruiting skilled and gen-

eral workers,” he added. 

A Workshop for Workforce 
Development

Businesses themselves have a part to play in 

drawing people to Indiana too, and fortunately 

it’ll soon be a little easier for them to do so. If 

there were such a thing as a one-stop-shop for 

resources to help companies attract candidates, 

it might look a little bit like what the Indiana 

Chamber of Commerce recently created. 

The chamber’s newly-formed Institute 

for Workforce Excellence will be “dedicated 

to helping businesses attract, develop, and 

retain the talent they need.” It was created in 

response to trends that were identified in the 

chamber’s annual employer survey. Over 700 

respondents participated. 

For the first time in the employer survey’s 

history, more than half of the respondents 

left jobs unfilled in the past year due to 

underqualified applicants. The 51% total is 

the fifth consecutive increase, starting with 

39% in 2014.

The Institute has a number of offerings 

currently in place. An exclusive partner-

ship with Ivy Tech Community College on 

the Achieve Your Degree initiative provides 

a 5% tuition rebate. The Indiana INTERN-

net statewide internship matching program 

can lead to new hires, while Indiana Work-

force Recovery guides employers on how 

they can help workers with opioid or 

other drug misuse.

The institute will also have re-

sources available for various employ-

ee education and training opportu-

nities, public policy development 

and advocacy, workplace and com-

munity well-being, and more. 

Quality-of-Place
We’d be remiss in compiling a list of 

talent-attraction efforts without at least 

mentioning the Regional Cities initiative 

and the big ways it’s been helping. This initia-

tive is all about enhancing quality of place, pro-

viding the types of amenities that people want in 

their communities.

To date, about 70% of the state’s population 

lives in a region that is implementing a Region-

al Cities plan. Projects are happening all over 

the place, upgrading some of our best assets 

and laying in place entire new ones. Some are 

focused on connectivity like the improvements 

and expansions happening along our trail net-

works. Others are establishing new shopping 

districts and recreation centers. Others are 

bringing major infrastructure im-

provements to airports, roadways, 

campuses, health centers, older 

buildings in need of rehab, vacant 

facilities, and so much more. The 

initiative has received national 

attention for the way it is bol-

stering and renewing demand 

for Indiana residency, which in 

turn brings in new talent. 

Bring on the 
Brainpower

These examples that we’ve 

gathered are really only the be-

ginning of all the different tal-

ent-drawing activity that’s hap-

pening currently. Such demand for skilled 

employees is driving a major push for new 

workers across almost every industry, par-

ticularly so for the more advanced ones. 

Also, our reputation as a pro-business 

state is also perpetuating the demand as 

new companies choose to locate or expand 

here. So, it’s safe to say the effort to draw 

talented residents to Indiana is likely go-

ing to be continuing for some time. The 

smarter we get, the stronger we’ll be. ◆
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“If we’ve learned anything from the 

project it’s that we need to rethink the 

entire hiring experience...  

More than 50% of millennials use  

their smart phones to apply for a job.”

GREG WATHEN 
President and CEO of the Economic Development 

Coalition of Southwest Indiana

Indiana is fighting brain drain in a number

of ways, including improving

quality-of-place

MT-1179442.0   8/18   ©2018 United HealthCare Services, Inc.   18-8385

*Only when using a network primary care provider.

1 Estimated savings based on comparison of medical plan relativities between traditional Premier plans and Primary Advantage plans at similar benefit levels (6/17).

This plan has limitations, exclusions and reductions of benefits. See your plan documents for complete details.
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By making access to care more affordable with zero dollar copays 
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or wherever  
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• Novel materials (composites)

• Additive manufacturing (3D printing)

• Data analytics in planning and control

• Data analytics in engineering and 

product design 

After sorting and tallying the responses, 

the results showed that about 35 percent of 

Indiana manufacturers are considered leaders 

in Industry 4.0. These leaders “experienced 

much better performance in terms of not only 

their speed and reliability of deliveries but 

also their capacity utilization, productivity, 

and costs,” surveyors said. 

How Will Industry 4.0 
Affect Jobs? 

Regarding how this trend may impact 

jobs, manufacturers said the impact will be di-

vided based on the skill level of the employee. 

Roughly half of companies said they expect 

characteristics of Industry 4.0 to increase the 

demand for skilled workers but reduce de-

mand for unskilled positions. 

This marks a big jump from last year’s fig-

ures. In 2017, only about 35 percent of com-

panies shared his opinion. 2018’s percentage 

climbed to 49 percent. 

Only about 9 percent of companies expect 

increased automation to reduce both skilled and 

unskilled positions. It’s worth noting that about a 

quarter of companies expect the need for skilled 

individuals to rise while the number of unskilled 

positions gets retained at its current levels. 

On the subject of jobs though, the report 

noted that an increasing number of employers 

feel its up to them to find the type of workers 

they need. The percentage of 

those who feel they must 

take responsibility for their 

own workforce develop-

ment has increased to 61 

percent in 2018, up from 

51 percent in 2017.

Interesting 
Times We 
Live In

It’s interesting to 

witness what some are 

calling the fourth it-

eration of our world’s 

industrial progress. In-

diana employers seem 

optimistic about the di-

rection things are headed, and if the trend fol-

lows its projection more companies could be 

seeing lower costs and higher profits. It would 

seem that Industry 4.0 is now here to stay, and 

its implementation is only going to grow as we 

move forward. ◆
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or years, reports have been circulating 

about the manufacturing industry’s labor 

force concerns, which are often cited as 

being the foremost issue pressing companies. 

Intriguingly, there’s been a major shift over the 

last few months. Employers are beginning to fo-

cus their attention on other ways to get the job 

done. Production is getting much smarter, faster 

than ever before.

“In 2018, a record 58 percent of Hoosier 

manufacturers reported that investing in fa-

cilities, machinery, and related information 

technologies was their top concern, while 

the percentage of manufacturers ranking 

workforce development as their highest pri-

ority shrank to its lowest level in a decade,” 

according to data published in the 2018 Indi-

ana Manufacturing Survey developed by Indi-

anapolis-based Katz, Sapper & Miller. 

If that’s the case, then the national trend 

that many are referring to as Industry 4.0 has 

definitely made its way to Indiana. The term 

refers to the rise in smarter factories and a 

greater incorporation of digital and analytical 

technologies into systems and processes. 

The term refers to the various major 

phases of industrialization the world has 

experienced throughout history. Broadly 

speaking, Industry 1.0 would be the era of 

the first mechanizations that aided human 

labor such as steam-powered devices and 

other machines. The second era would be the 

increased use of electricity and the assembly 

line. The third would be the use of computers 

and early forms of automation. Now, today in 

the fourth era, automation has become much 

more integrated and intelligent. Robots work 

with computers that are equipped with learn-

ing algorithms, communicating with each 

other and operators. 

41 percent of Indiana manufacturers recent-

ly said they perceive this fourth era of industry 

to be a positive investment for growth. Another 

31 percent say that it will be necessary to use 

these types of systems to remain competitive. 

Two particular innovations stand out as 

the ones at the forefront of this trend; data 

analytics and 3D printing (which is frequent-

ly referred to as additive manufacturing). 3D 

printing has demonstrated useful attributes 

for manufacturers, who most commonly use 

the technology to fabricate components and 

spare parts for their equipment. While on the 

other hand, data analytics is becoming a part 

of just about everything. 

Indiana companies are using data analyt-

ics in product design, advertising and selling, 

planning and scheduling, inventory and ma-

terials, production management, supply chain 

management, and much more. 

35% of Companies are 
Industry 4.0 Leaders

To form a picture of how proficient 

Hoosier companies are becoming at de-

veloping Industry 4.0-style methods, the 

report’s authors identified eight catego-

ries of the trend and scored companies 

based on their level of sophistication for 

each. Those categories were: 

• Traditional advanced manufacturing 

technologies (CNC machines)

• Advanced manufacturing philosophies 

(LEAN)

• Adaptive/flexible manufacturing 

systems (FMS)

• Automated material handling 

(automated vehicles)

A Look at How the Trend Has Grown
By Nick Dmitrovich

We’ll keep you up to date on the rise of 

automation at BuildingIndiana.com.

 What is 
“Industry

4.0?” 

3D Printing is Cool, but 
are Manufacturers Using It? 

In 2018, the number of companies 

that use additive manufacturing 

(3D printing) technologies to a high 

degree more than DOUBLED OVER 

2017’S TOTALS. 

Fabrication of shop floor tools is the 

most common use of 3D printing. 

Source: Katz, Sapper & Miller
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How Much Would We Gain from 
Statewide Broadband?

B
roadband internet is a valuable utility 

that keeps businesses, education, innova-

tion, entertainment, and more flowing at 

high speeds, but many Hoosiers still don’t have 

access to it. In fact, if you look at the broadband 

access map published by the state, the available 

coverage looks like a modern art piece; a splotch 

of color here, a splotch there, leaving thousands 

of households and businesses left in the slow 

lane. How does this impact our economy? 

Recent research suggests our economy 

would gain about $12 billion in benefits if we 

were able to close the broadband gap through-

out the state. We’d see about another $3.24 bil-

lion in added government revenue and health 

care cost savings alongside that overall benefit 

gain as well. 

That’s according to a study from the Purdue 

Center for Regional Development, who pub-

lished its findings on commission from the Indi-

ana Electric Cooperatives, the Tipmont REMC, 

and CoBank which provided the funding. 

“Reliable internet service is as vital to mod-

ern economic development, education, and 

healthcare as electricity,” said Tom VanParis, 

CEO of Indiana Electric Cooperatives.

The study’s authors based their findings on 

data from seven different rural electric member 

cooperatives (REMCs) in the state of Indiana. 

Then, the benefit-cost results of these seven 

REMCs were extrapolated to the state overall. 

“From a societal perspective, the rural 

broadband investment is clearly quite attrac-

tive,” the study’s authors said. “The state of 

Indiana would receive about $12 billion in 

net benefits if the broadband investment were 

made statewide. That translates to $1 billion 

per year annuitized over 20 years at six per-

cent interest rate.” 

There are a multitude of reasons why 

greater broadband access would benefit Indi-

ana. Some of the primary ones described by 

the study include: 

• MODERN HEALTH CARE 

Rural Hoosiers would be able to take 

advantage of prompt access to specialists 

and expanded monitoring and 

treatment options, providing greater 

access to advances in modern health.

• MODERN EDUCATION 

Technology would be available to keep 

rural students from falling behind their 

urban peers and adult learners would 

also have access to distance education 

options that could improve job skills 

and opportunities. 

• ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT  

With quality internet service, local small 

businesses can enter a global marketplace, 

agricultural and business income oppor-

tunities expand, rural areas will become 

attractive homes for skilled employees and 

their families, and more.

In addition to those mentioned there are 

also other sectors to consider, such as our bur-

geoning tech community, advanced manufac-

turing, telematics, automation, robotics, and so 

much more. Virtually every industry in the state 

has something to gain from an expanded broad-

band network.  

The study indicated that a return of nearly 

$4 to the local economy is expected for every 

dollar spent on the necessary infrastructure to 

bring broadband to the whole state. But, there’s 

a bit of a catch. Revenue from customers would 

not be enough to cover the costs of a total sys-

tem upgrade, even with new people becoming 

part of the customer roster. So additional finan-

cial assistance is going to be needed to support 

the infrastructure investments. 

Perhaps it was great timing that the state 

announced a multi-million-dollar effort to sup-

port such an endeavor then, not more than a 

week after the study’s findings were published. 

Obviously, Indiana’s legislators had been work-

ing on the funding for some time, but it was 

kind of fortunate to see the two announcements 

correlate so closely to one another. 

Our State’s Leaders Agree
Just a few days after the study came out, Gov-

ernor Eric Holcomb announced details of the Next 

Level Connections infrastructure plan. Part of the 

plan involves a commitment to provide $100 million to bridge the digital divide in 

rural areas of the state. A grant program will be created to bring high speed, afford-

able broadband access to unserved and underserved areas of the state. 

The governor’s office stated that, “Affordable, high speed broadband 

has become a business and personal necessity. Hoosiers should be able to 

connect to high speed, affordable broadband regardless of where they live, 

work, or go to school. The state will work with providers, communities, 

and other groups to design the final grant program and determine how to 

best optimize the investment.” 

Once established, the grant program will include a state and local 

match. Indiana will offer grants for providers to bring broadband services 

with a minimum of 100/10 Mbps to areas of the state lacking service. 

There are also other major connectivity plans included with the 

Next Level Connections initiative, not all of which pertain to inter-

net accessibility. Indiana’s trail networks are going to be receiving 

about $90 million worth of upgrades. $790 million is going to be 

used for major highway improvements. $20 million is going to be 

used to add more international, nonstop flights to and from In-

dianapolis. Funds will be used to study and potentially purchase 

land for a fourth port. And lastly, additional funds will be used 

for Northwest Indiana’s major rail projects, including the West 

Lake Corridor and the South Shore double tracking. 

Time to Watch Our Network Grow
Indiana has about 12 billion reasons to bring fast internet to 

more of its communities and the state is soon to be distributing 

about $100 million to see that it happens. Given the high-tech na-

ture of so many business processes these days, it’s clear that increas-

ing broadband access will be a positive thing for business.  ◆

By Nick Dmitrovich www.amexnooter.com

INDUSTRIES SERVED

Refinery and Petroleum
Chemical

Steel
Power
Food

Alternative Fuel
Plant Maintenance

Preferred 
Choice

Your

Contractor
AMEX NOOTER is an aggressive unionized prime 
mechanical contractor providing service and quality 
since its founding in 1979, utilizing the following skilled 
craftsmen in Northeast Illinois and Northwest Indiana:

• Pipefitters
• Millwrights
• Ironworkers
• Boilermakers

• Operating Engineers
• Teamsters
• Laborers
• Carpenters 

We have the expertise, experience 
and resources to perform:

• Process and power piping fabrication and erection

• Mechanical and process equipment rigging, erection 
   and alignment

• Instrumentation

• Boiler erection and repair

• Complete plant maintenance services

• Construction management and general contracting

• Full service fab shop as well as value engineering

SAFETY

Safety is a key player on the Amex team. We are very proud 

of our Safety record. Amex employs 6 full time Safety pro-

fessionals, our Corporate Safety Director and 5 Field Safety 

Supervisors. Amex is very conscious of safety and loss con-

trol and believes Safety awareness is job one! This attitude 

not only benefits Amex, but our clients as well. 

If you are searching for a prime mechanical contractor to 

combine safety, cost control, quality, production and profes-

sionalism with modern construction methods, 

we believe you will be satisfied with 

AMEX NOOTER, LLC. We offer the value that only 

experience can provide.

INDIANA
1636 Summer Street 
Hammond, IN 46320

219-937-6100 

ILLINOIS

18501 Maple Creek Drive, 
Suite 900, Tinley Park, IL 60477

708-429-8300

AMEX NOOTER, LLC -  
A Subsidiary of Nooter Construction

www.amexnooter.com

Call Us Today!

 Indiana

Broadband access.

 Data from 2017. (IN.gov)
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CONNECTING FRONTLINE EXPERTS  

TO THE BUILDING INDIANA AUDIENCEPROVOICES

Want to Develop  
More Workers? 

Ways Your Company Can
Connect with Colleges   

By Nick Dmitrovich

Employers interested in developing specific workforce skills 

can contact Trine’s Career Center to provide student intern-

ships, co-ops or job shadowing experiences. They also can 

participate in mock and informational interviews. 

Through Trine University’s Innovation One, employers 

can provide projects to be completed as part of class curric-

ulum or as business capstone or engineering senior design 

projects, allowing students to practice and develop skills 

while meeting business needs. Business leaders can serve as 

guest lecturers or become part of Trine’s Professional Advi-

sory Boards, which offer the opportunity to guide curricu-

lum content and mentor students.

In addition to building skills in students, Trine partners 

with employers to offer skills development for current employ-

ees. Trine offers training at the university or on-site in areas 

such as soft skills and can provide specialized workforce cer-

tificate programs. Trine’s online academic programs also allow 

employees to continue along the career education pathway by 

earning associate’s through master’s degrees. 

With more than 99 percent of its students employed with-

in six months of graduation, Trine University prides itself on 

producing career-ready graduates capable of meeting needs in 

critical areas such as engineering, health sciences, education 

and business administration.

What are some ways that employers can work with your university to 

develop the types of employees they need? 

We’re fortunate to have a strong relationship with Indiana busi-

nesses and would like to see this continue. Employers have the 

opportunity to engage directly with students through on-cam-

pus events like networking dinners, career panels, mock in-

terviews, receptions, “Employer-in-Residence” events, Career 

Treks, and job fairs, as well as through internships, which often 

lead to full-time employment following graduation.

We also encourage employers to continue to share information 

with University leadership and academic deans. What kinds of skills 

do they look for in candidates? What sets job-seekers apart? How 

might we better respond to regional workforce needs? Feedback on 

candidate preparation, workplace trends, necessary equipment, and 

software training is invaluable.

As we continually seek the best ways to prepare Valpo stu-

dents for success, it is important for us to continually reach out 

to the business community, build connections, and seek input. 

Likewise, we hope business leaders will come to campus, get to 

know our students, and share their insight and why Indiana is 

such a great place to live and work.

The dictionary definition of symbiosis is “a mutually beneficial rela-

tionship between different groups” and that concept is exactly what’s 

happening between companies and colleges all over Indiana. To-

gether, they are making new advancements every day. Employers are 

helping to shape curriculum and colleges are helping produce skilled 

individuals that companies need. How can your company join in?  

We reached out to leaders from a whole bunch of Indiana schools 

and asked them:

Jason Blume 

Executive Director of Innovation One

Trine University 

Tom Cath
Career Center Director

Valparaiso University

Employers can benefit from partnerships with Saint Mary’s Col-

lege by considering each stage of a student’s four years. Creating 

robust internship programs for Saint Mary’s students cultivates a 

pipeline of talent for future full-time hires that are career ready 

with the skills and experience needed for an effective workforce. 

This includes assessing the functional roles and needs of compa-

nies, creating meaningful work projects to engage interns, coor-

dinating with career centers and academic departments to recruit 

students, providing continuous feedback and mentorship for in-

terns, and assessing the effectiveness of internship programs. 

Offering immersion experiences for first years and sopho-

mores, such as job shadows and visit days, allows for exposure 

early on in the career development of our students. Fostering 

partnerships with Saint Mary’s faculty will create a two-way un-

derstanding of the connection between curriculum outcomes and 

application of classroom learning in the workplace. This ensures 

more effective alignment between the two. Building relationships 

with the Career Crossings Office is important as we serve as the 

liaison between employers, faculty, and students.

Stacie Jeffirs
Director of Career Crossings

Saint Mary’s College

GOODWILL INDUSTRIES  - GARY, INDIANA 

Retail Store & Donation Drive-Thru  •  Career Center  •  Excel Center

THE NEW GOODWILL GARY CAMPUS

Presenting

COMING THIS SUMMER

Serving Northern Indiana, S.W. Michigan and S.E. Chicagoland

Goodwill
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Member FDIC

Visit us online or call a Business Banker today.

ibankpeoples.com  |  219.853.7500

Peoples Bank is an SBA (Small Business Administration) approved lender.   *2018 Regional Development Company Award.   **American Banker Magazine

Why bank bigger… bank better with a solid, local relationship.

“Our former large, nationwide bank treated us like a number in their Rolodex. We chose Peoples Bank because they offer us a community 

bank with all the products and services we could ever need, PLUS, their customer service is exemplary. From our lending officer to branch 

manager, or our local teller, all of the people at Peoples meet and exceed our banking needs.”

Bank Better with Peoples – one of the top 200 performing community banks** in the nation for 14 consecutive years.

built for our business.BETTER
Left to right: John Henn, Manager, Robert Henn, 

Chief Financial Officer, Richard Henn, President, 

with Greg Bracco, Senior Vice President, 

Business Banking Manager, Peoples Bank.

– Robert Henn, Chief Financial Officer

Henn & Sons Construction

Bank of the Year 
for Small Business Administration 504 Loans*

Indiana State University (ISU) is focused on incorporating 

career readiness throughout the curriculum. Employers can 

partner with ISU to develop the types of employees they need 

through workshops, internships, course projects, and classroom 

presentations. The Career Center has career coaches who serve 

as liaisons to the five colleges at ISU and employer relations 

coordinators organized by industry who serve as the liaisons to 

the employers. 

Through this partnership we encourage companies to reach 

out to our employer relations team to discuss needs and wan   ts. 

Following this meeting, the team will bring together our career 

coaches and faculty to determine how we can best fit our em-

ployers’ needs. In the past, we have partnered with companies 

to help our students achieve six sigma green belt certifications, 

PEGA certifications and have provided over 1,000 internship 

placements. We look forward to partnering with you in devel-

oping tomorrow’s workforce. 

Tradara McLaurine
Executive Director

Indiana State University Career Center

Our new strategic plan, which was recently revealed, establish-

es long-term goals for Ball State University for 2040. One of our 

goals centers on graduate education and lifetime learning, which 

encompasses our agility as a university to anticipate and respond 

to workforce needs. We will work closely with employers in ex-

ecuting several key strategic imperatives in the new plan. These 

imperatives include micro-credentials, short-term learning mod-

ules, professional licensure workshops, and enrichment opportu-

nities — all of which accelerate career fulfillment and enhance 

personal development. 

We also want to meet the diverse needs of individuals, employ-

ers, and organizations by allowing them to customize their educa-

tion to specific learning objectives and interests. And we intend for 

every Ball State graduate to have access to a coach or mentor who 

will help that graduate develop, implement, and execute a lifetime 

learning plan. All of these imperatives will require us to build upon 

and expand our existing relationships with employers in the region 

and the state. The success of these imperatives will depend upon their 

engagement, and I look forward to working with them. 

In September 2018, Marian University announced that it will 

open a new two-year college in July 2019, adjacent to its cam-

pus on the near westside of Indianapolis. A month later, a 

collaboration in mission with Saint Joseph’s College (which 

suspended operation in May 2017) was announced, which 

includes naming the new two-year college Saint Joseph’s Col-

lege of Marian University—Indianapolis. The goal is to enroll 

75-125 students in the first cohort, offering associate degrees 

in business, information technology and liberal arts. 

Being very focused in program offerings and class sizes will 

differentiate us from other two-year colleges in Indiana. It will 

ensure that students, many of whom will reside on the academic 

margins in high school, will receive the personal attention they 

need from faculty and staff in order to succeed in college.

But perhaps our biggest differentiator will be our “earn 

and learn” model, which will allow students to work full-time 

to support themselves and their families while they pursue 

their degree. We are assembling a network of central-Indiana 

employers who have a need for entry-level employees and will 

connect them with our students for full-time employment. 

Class schedules will be very flexible – either half-day four-

days-per-week or full-day three-days-per-week. The jobs will 

be relevant to the degree that the student is pursuing, linking 

learning and earning into a meaningful work experience.

Daniel J. Elsener
President

Marian University

85% of Indiana employers report that filling workforce/talent 

needs is a challenge, and 47% report leaving positions unfilled 

due to under-qualified applicants, according to the Indiana 

Chamber of Commerce. One way that Ivy Tech Community 

College has been working to help employers tackle the issue is by 

collaborating with them on the Achieve Your Degree program. 

Investing in employees through the Achieve Your Degree 

program benefits employees and employers; employees gain 

critical knowledge and skills, and employers gain the opportuni-

ty to invest in the training, education, coaching, and mentoring 

essential for meeting their talent development needs and posi-

tively impacting their job and growth prospects.

Employer tuition assistance programs improve employee 

retention, promotion, and transfers, and a recent Lumina Foun-

dation analysis of Cigna’s Education Reimbursement Program 

showed a 129% return on investment. Achieve Your Degree re-

moves barriers to participation by utilizing financial aid and tui-

tion deferral coupled with the employer’s tuition reimbursement 

policies, eliminating or greatly reducing any up-front costs. 

The employer selects the Ivy Tech program offerings and 

pathways they wish to include in their Achieve Your Degree 

program and which support internal professional development 

and training opportunities that reduce employee turnover, foster 

loyalty and offer career advancement within the company. 

Since its inception in August 2016, more than 2,600 em-

ployees and over 100 employers signed on to participate in the 

Achieve Your Degree program, and these students have earned 

over 5,800 credits, 31 Associate degrees and 31 certificates. 

Chris Lowery
Senior Vice President for Workforce Alignment 

Ivy Tech Community College

While businesses have been proactive about the need for 

better trained employees, I believe that the responsibility 

for developing the educational programs that businesses 

require falls on higher education institutions and not the 

employers. A proactive university should first ask busi-

nesses about the needs of their employees and then partner 

with business leaders to customize solutions. At IWU-Na-

tional & Global, we are re-imagining this process. We’ve 

hired a design thinking coach to facilitate partnerships be-

tween businesses and faculty members. The design think-

ing coach, works with a researcher and curriculum expert 

to gather data and information on employer needs. With 

that information, we will design customized solutions that 

meet both the needs of the employer and the employee 

who wants that learning to be transferable to future ca-

reer positions. In higher education, we love standardized 

curriculum models because they can be replicated, but we 

don’t live in a one-size-fits-all world anymore. We must 

respond with nanodegree and certificate programs that 

can be combined and stacked to provide educational cre-

dentials that are as unique as the employers and employees 

who find value in them. When you live in a 3-D printer 

world, the education must be customizable and portable, 

so you can take it with you and use it in your own context.

Matt Lucas
Chancellor

IWU-National & Global 
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Geoffrey Mearns
President

Ball State University
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Stephen Standifird 

Dean, Lacy School of Business

Butler University 

Market-centricity is at the heart of what 

we believe in at the Lacy School of Busi-

ness. Combining theory and conceptual learning with industry 

and experiential opportunities produces graduates and learners 

who are ready to make an impact whether in their first job or 

looking for that next step. Close business partnerships are key 

to us achieving this, and these partnerships take on many forms 

whether through class projects or joining a classroom, working 

with our consulting, executive education, or closely held busi-

ness center, or employing our students through internships and 

full-time opportunities. Our partnerships are deep and inten-

tional, looking for mutually beneficial ways to build off one an-

other.

We love working with employers to meet their needs and bet-

ter develop our graduates and learners. A simple conversation 

can spark insight for you and us, and we’re generally able to help 

contribute to your workforce goals through one of our programs 

or build a program to meet your specific needs. We also have 

resources that can build further skills in the set of employees 

you already have. Get in touch with us to start the conversation. 

Jana Szostek
Director, Assessment Center and Center for 

Professional Development

IUN School of Business & Economics

Indiana University Northwest School of 

Business and Economics is a resource that can help local busi-

nesses secure top-notch talent.  Whether it be through devel-

oping staff, helping to select and promote the right people, or 

developing the next generation of business professionals, we are 

here to help companies build a strong, competent workforce. 

Investing in employees leads to enhanced performance and 

loyalty. Through our Center for Professional Development, we 

provide customized training and coaching that can help your 

team excel. We offer a variety of certification programs, includ-

ing Lean Six Sigma and Microsoft Office Specialist, and provide 

a host of management and HR assistance, including executive 

selection, job analysis, and leadership development. Our faculty 

and staff possess extensive, real-world business experience that 

helps our clients develop their workforce. 

Our curriculum represents a unique blend of business knowl-

edge and skills that create well-rounded, workplace-ready stu-

dents.  We invite you to engage with our students through in-

ternships, our Small Business Institute, our private recruitment 

event, and more. 

We would appreciate the opportunity to explore opportuni-

ties with you.

David Tucker
Vice President, Workforce Development

Vincennes University

Vincennes University provides employers 

with a variety of tools for meeting their workforce 

needs. First, VU produces high quality associate and bachelor-degree 

graduates every year at our main campus in Vincennes. We encourage 

employers to post jobs with us, and to go further by participating in 

hiring fairs, campus interviews, student scholarships and program ad-

visory boards. 

Second, VU partners with employers and communities across 

the state to provide local workforce education and training. We have 

thousands of high school students dually enrolled in high school and 

VU programming across the state. Upon completion of the dual credit 

classes and early colleges programs, those students are a great source 

of homegrown talent for employers. 

Third, VU partners with employers on work-based learning pro-

grams across the state, in which students split their time between 

working and taking classes with VU. Again, work-based learning is an 

excellent way for employers to tap into high quality, local talent. 

Fourth, VU provides employers with workplace training around 

the state — at our training centers and onsite. No matter the industry, 

VU has customized training solutions to skill up current employees.

Gene Wells
Senior Director of the Center for Career Development

University of Evansville

Employers big or small may benefit from the 

following advice to improve their recruitment and 

retention at the University of Evansville:

1. Maintain a consistent presence on campus through traditional 

and nontraditional means such as class presentations, career 

fairs, informal networking opportunities, participation in cam-

pus mentoring programs and developing a student ambassador 

program and systemic communication with the career center. 

2. Create an internship or co-op program to grow candidates for 

your business and if a for-profit organization, pay your interns 

a competitive wage. For nonprofits, find a donor willing to pro-

vide a stipend.

3. Cultivate relationships at the Career Center and provide con-

tinuity in the recruitment function at your firm. For many 

organizations, campus recruitment is an entry-level position 

with plenty of turnover. Many new recruiters start from scratch 

without realizing their existing talent pipeline.

4. In the end, recruitment and retention of college graduates 

is about relationships and culture. Be sure that interns and 

new college hires are plugged into your work and outside 

community.

SOLVING 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

CHALLENGES. 

TRANSFORMING 

OUR WORLD. 

AIR POLLUTION
CONTROL

N O W  O F F E R I N G

SOIL REMEDIATION
STRATEGIES

WATER TREATMENT
FACILITIES

SUSTAINABLE
SYSTEM DESIGN

Valpo’s new environmental engineering program will 

prepare graduates to engineer solutions that protect our 

environment and use resources in a sustainable matter. 

Each year, 93% of undergraduate students receive 

financial assistance, totaling more than $100 million. 
Do you know someone who might be a good fit at Valpo? 
Refer them today at valpo.edu/admissions/refer.

valpo.edu/environmental-engineering

Purdue University Northwest has a lega-

cy of partnering with local, national and 

global employers to develop graduates 

that eventually become the leaders shaping 

their industries. While close relationships 

with a number of companies have pro-

duced several variations, these are preva-

lent ways employers can work with PNW 

to guide the development of graduates with 

skills they need. 

First, employers should consider in-

ternships. Through part-time or summer 

full-time placements, employers can give 

direct feedback about the strengths and 

weakness of programs to our career office, 

colleges, and departments. 

Deans and department heads are always 

interested in talking with employers. These 

connections can help inform curriculum or 

course additions and changes. At Purdue 

Northwest, we’ve even had employers work 

with departments to create new programs 

to fit specific needs. 

Employers can also join the advisory 

board of a college, department or program. 

An employer’s insights about industry 

trends are valuable to guide the future di-

rection of our programs and offerings. 

Finally, employers can fund scholar-

ships to help generate graduates with the 

skills they are interested in finding. This is 

also a great way to get to know our students 

and administrators.

Thomas L. 

Keon 
Chancellor

Purdue University 

Northwest

Does your company have an expert 
that could be a part of our Pro Voices 
lineup? Contact us at:
editor@BuildingIndiana.com 
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$14M – Purdue’s 
Biomedical 
Engineering 
Building 
Expansion

ARCHITECT: 

BSA LifeStructures Inc.

CONSTRUCTION MANAGER: 

Walsh Construction Co.

Construction has begun 

on a $14 million addition to 

the Martin C. Jischke Hall 

of Biomedical Engineering 

at Purdue University. The 

new Innovation Wing will 

provide a platform for the 

strategic expansion of the Weldon School of 

Biomedical Engineering’s educational pro-

grams, research capabilities, and industry 

outreach.

“With a new Innovation Wing to our 

building, our goal is to grow our educa-

tional and research programs by roughly 

50 percent over the next several years,” 

said George R. Wodicka, the Dane A. Mill-

er head of Biomedical Engineering. “This 

growth is necessary to keep pace with the 

need for the innovation and translation 

of medical technologies and industry de-

mand for biomedical engineers.”

The Weldon School has experienced 

exponential growth during the past de-

cade. Its current facility, the Martin C. 

Jischke Hall of Biomedical Engineering, 

was dedicated in 2006. Since then, the 

faculty and student body have more than 

doubled. 

Following the vision and design prin-

ciples of the Martin C. Jischke Hall of Bio-

medical Engineering, the 29,500-square-

foot wing will provide open-concept 

wet research labs; translational research 

labs, including a behavioral core; an 

expanded multidisciplinary student de-

sign lab; and support spaces for both 

instructional and research laboratories. 

Additional areas of the wing will house 

instructional spaces that support inno-

vative active-learning pedagogy, office 

spaces, graduate student office areas and 

interactive team areas.

Construction is expected to be com-

pleted in July 2019. The school is planning 

a grand opening ceremony on Sept. 6, 2019.

 

$33M – Notre Dame’s New 
School of Architecture

ARCHITECT: John Simpson Architects LLP

ARCHITECT OF RECORD: Stantec

GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Walsh Group

Construction has recently concluded on 

the University of Notre Dame’s new School 

of Architecture Building. Dubbed the Walsh 

Family Hall in recognition for a $33 million 

lead gift from Matthew and Joyce Walsh that 

made the project possible, the facility is in-

tended to inspire future builders. 

Matthew Walsh is the co-chairman of 

Walsh Construction, the 15th largest con-

tractor in the nation. He and many members 

of the Walsh family have a long history of 

learning and service with Notre Dame. 

The 100,000-square-foot Walsh Family 

Hall is located on the south side of the Notre 

Dame campus. 

John Simpson, one of the world’s leading 

practitioners of New Classicism and New 

Urbanism, is the building architect. The 

global architecture/engineering firm Stantec 

is the architect-of-record.

The design takes its inspiration from the 

teaching methods of the Ecole des Beaux-

Arts in Paris and seeks to foster interaction 

between faculty, staff, and students with dif-

ferent levels of experience. The construction 

of the building emphasizes economy while 

maximizing the architectural character in 

keeping with the values of sustainability for 

the long-term life of the building. 

$50M – ISU’s Hulman 
Center Renovations

ARCHITECT: RATIO Architects

GENERAL CONTRACTOR:

Hannig Construction

Indiana State University officials recent-

ly awarded the contract for the renovation of 

the Hulman Center to Hannig Construction 

of Terre Haute. 

“We are excited to kick off this 

much-needed upgrade to a highly-used 

community asset,” said Deborah J. Curtis, 

president of Indiana State University. “We 

are looking forward to the countless com-

munity events, concerts, dinners, basketball 

games, lectures, and other activities that will 

take place in the newly-renovated Hulman 

Center in years to come.”

Improvements include replacing outdat-

ed mechanical and electrical systems and 

failing exterior metal panel cladding and 

curtain walls. Updates to safety systems for 

fire suppression and key areas of the existing 

M
any of Indiana’s universities have been 

investing big over the last few months 

to keep pace with all of the innova-

tion our world ceaselessly experiences. Today, 

numerous impressive projects are taking shape. 

Within the near future, the portfolio of the 

state’s academic capabilities is definitely going 

to be expanding. 

Several of the largest announcements 

have involved STEM topics that would 

make science fiction writers of the past 

excited: new schools of computing, bio-

medical engineering, foundational sci-

ences, and more. Others will be adding to 

the quality of life for campus residents, or 

training future generations of builders and 

designers. There’s a lot happening. We’ve 

gathered an overview of several projects 

that you should catch up on. 

$87.5M – Ball State’s New 
Foundational Sciences 
Building

ARCHITECT: RATIO Architects 

GENERAL CONTRACTOR: TBD

Design work is nearly complete for the 

$87.5 million Ball State Foundational 

Sciences Building, another step in the 

University’s plan to meet the growing 

demand for STEM professionals. The 

205,000-square-foot structure will be lo-

cated in the new East Quad, just to the 

south of the Health Professions Building 

that is currently under construction.

“The Foundational Sciences Building is a 

significant step forward in meeting a critical 

need for the state of Indiana,” said Ball State 

President Geoffrey S. Mearns. “The market-

place is seeking skilled and adaptable pro-

fessionals who are knowledgeable, adept at 

critical thinking and problem-solving, and 

devoted to lifelong learning.”

Members of the biology and chemistry 

departments have collaborated with uni-

versity facilities planning and management 

staff and others to develop a building pro-

gram that will best meet the instructional 

and research needs of these departments.

The new five-story building will con-

sist of six classrooms, 28 teaching and 44 

research laboratories, a research library, 

an imaging suite, conference rooms, 

computer labs, collaborative space, and 

faculty offices.

The preliminary timetable calls for the 

construction of the Foundational Sciences 

Building to begin by Fall 2019 and be ready 

for occupancy in the Fall semester of 2021. 

Construction of the Health Professions 

Building is expected to be completed by Fall 

2019 and will become the primary home of 

the College of Health.
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Education’s Extensive 
Expansion
Universities are Building for the Future

By Nick Dmitrovich

Rendering of Ball State’s New 
Foundational Sciences Building

Rendering of Purdue’s Biomedical 
Engineering Building Expansion

Notre Dame’s Upcoming School of Architecture ISU’s Hulman Center
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catwalk above the bowl area are also planned. 

Other limitations set to be remedied include 

adding a second, larger elevator.

Total cost for the project is $50 million, 

which includes construction costs as well as 

soft costs such as design. Funding consists of 

$37.5 million appropriated by the state and 

$12.5 million from university gifts, cash re-

serves and non-fee-replaced borrowing.  

$8.5M – Trine’s Expansion 
to Fawick Hall

ARCHITECT: Elevatus Architecture

GENERAL CONTRACTOR: TBD

To help meet the growing need for profes-

sionals in areas such as hardware and software 

development, networking and information 

technology, Trine University will launch its 

new School of Computing in the fall of 2019. 

The new academic school eventually will be 

housed in a planned $8.5 million expansion to 

Fawick Hall on Trine University’s main cam-

pus in Angola.

Fundraising has begun for the Fawick Hall 

expansion. No timeline has been set for con-

struction.

The expansion also will feature:

State-of-the-art technology supporting 

new classrooms and labs

• An artificial intelligence/virtual reality lab

• Movable walls in some classroom areas to 

allow for greater flexibility

• An active learning lab with a maker space 

to foster creativity

• Expanded faculty office space

• Bright, open spaces for collaboration and 

conversation

• And a new cafe

“Trine University’s new School of Com-

puting will allow computer science students to 

collaborate more closely with students and fac-

ulty in engineering, providing greater synergy 

for the educational experience in all majors 

and giving computing students access to the 

latest technology,” said John Shannon, Ph.D., 

vice president for academic affairs. 

“We developed these programs with input 

from a world-class advisory board who helped 

us infuse the curriculum with the technologi-

cal expertise required of our industry partners. 

We strongly believe this future-thinking cur-

riculum and our planned leading-edge facili-

ties in the expanded Fawick Hall will ensure 

we produce highly skilled computer science 

professionals who will continue to be in de-

mand by industry,” Shannon said. ◆

ISU’s Hulman Center

219-763-7900

IronWorkers395.com

NWIContractors.org

Every time you hire an ironworker from 

Local #395, you will feel confident you’re 
receiving highly trained, highly skilled, 
drug-free journeymen and apprentices 

who also belong to the NWI Contractors 
Association. Give us a call today!

IRON WORKERS LOCAL #395:

WE DON’T GO TO THE OFFICE.

WE BUILD IT.
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H
ave you ever had an employee miss work 

because they needed to be home to take 

care of their child? It’s likely that all em-

ployers have faced this issue at some point. Kids 

get colds, and sometimes mom or dad needs to 

be there to wipe noses. But what about situa-

tions that require more than just a day, such 

as a parent that has no access to daytime child 

care?  What kind of impact is produced by 

employees that have to stay home to care for 

their children full-time? 

Well, it turns out the impact is about a $1.1 

billion loss for Indiana’s economy and about $1.8 

billion in direct costs for employers annually.

That’s according to the Indiana University 

Public Policy Institute (PPI), who published 

their research in a report titled Lost Opportu-

nities: The Impact of Inadequate Child Care on 

Indiana’s Workforce & Economy. PPI conducted 

research to assess economic repercussions on 

the state and businesses resulting from child 

care related work disruptions (i.e. absenteeism 

and employee turnover).

Wait, How Much?
It turns out that a lack of early care and edu-

cation is costing Indiana a great deal. Specifical-

ly, the report stated that: 

• Indiana loses nearly $1.1 billion in 

economic activity every year due to 

child care related absenteeism ($580.7 

million) and turnover ($519 million). 

• These child care related disruptions cost 

the state an additional $118.8 million in 

lost tax revenue every year. 

• Employers also have direct costs from 

these disruptions, nearly $1.8 billion 

annually. 

“On average,” researchers noted, “Working 

parents with children under five are absent from 

work 13.3 days due to child care issues. This ab-

senteeism leads employers to pay wages to absent 

employees (for salaried workers), pay overtime, 

pay temporary workers or have reductions in pro-

ductivity. An additional 2.8 percent of working 

parents quit their jobs to address child care needs. 

When an employee quits an employer must spend 

time and resources to find, hire, and 

train a new worker.” 

The issue is pronounced regard-

less of whether a county is mostly 

rural or urban. Businesses in these 

counties lose up to $12.1 million 

(rural counties) and $221.8 million 

(urban counties) in addition to thou-

sands of potential employees lost 

from the labor force. Researchers were able to de-

velop an estimate of just how many candidates are 

forgoing jobs to care for their kids. 

How This Plays into the 
Labor Shortage

Companies from many different kinds of 

industries are all reporting the same things 

throughout the state: they’re having a hard 

time finding the types of qualified applicants 

they need to fill their open positions. There are 

numerous public and private initiatives taking 

place right now to help address the issue. Some 
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Kids Cost More 
Than You Think     
Why Should Employers Care?  

By Nick Dmitrovich

employers are developing their own pipelines, some 

are investing in intense marketing campaigns to try 

and solicit new applicants, some are partnering 

with universities to build career pathways, and so 

on. The state itself is investing millions into the 

Next Level Jobs initiative, which is geared towards 

equipping Hoosiers with the types of skills they’ll 

need to be successful in 21st century jobs. 

Investing into early child care and education 

programs would not only put over 31,000 parents 

back into the labor force, it would also help stem 

the tide of the billions of dollars Indiana’s econo-

my and companies are losing every year. 

Researchers noted this would be a very good 

investment for the state overall. For every $1 in-

vested into an Indiana-funded early childhood 

education program, we could be receiving almost 

$4 in economic benefits back. A pretty sound 

ROI indeed.  

The report also detailed quite a few poten-

tial funding sources the state could utilize in 

establishing a broader form of early child care 

and education. Many of the options listed are 

already utilized by other states, but the report’s 

authors narrowed down a few that could be 

good fits for Indiana, including the following:  

• TAX CREDITS FOR BUSINESSES THAT 

SUPPORT EARLY CARE AND EDUCATION In 

this model, corporations would receive 

tax credits for donations to organizations 

that provide scholarships (including 

pre-K) to families. 

• SOCIAL IMPACT BONDS Private investors 

provide direct funding for programs. If the 

program meets a pre-established outcome, 

the investors receive their investment back, 

plus interest, from the government. 

• SHARED SERVICES ALLIANCES This model 

involves centralized infrastructure among 

smaller early child care and education orga-

nizations to ease management and logistics 

of operation. This is actually already a part 

of child care funding methods in northern 

counties of the state.  

While these are just a few of the possibilities 

for how we can expand access to child care, they’re 

viable possibilities. There are also other ways we 

can achieve this, in addition. The main takeaway 

here is that we have a lot to gain by doing so; we’ll 

have more workers available for companies, we’ll 

be more productive, and we’ll stem some of the fi-

nancial hemorrhaging in our economy. All of which is 

very much worth the investment. ◆

Estimate of Full-Time Equivalent Employees 

Lost Due to Lack of Child Care

Where FTE Equivalent

Elkhart

Marion

Vanderburgh

Jackson

Montgomery

Parke

31,070

1,112

4,316

205

186

70

Indiana

904

Source: IU PPI

Urban 

Counties

Rural 

Counties
Banking products provided by Wintrust Financial Corp. banks.

We have built an expert team of bankers who grew up here, live here, 

work here, and they understand what it takes to run a company in 

the region. We’re proud to offer capabilities that businesses in 

Northwest Indiana can count on including lending support, leasing 

options, treasury management tools, and more. With a dedication to 

Northwest Indiana and a focus on personalized relationships, we’re 

committed to helping your business reach its short-term and long-

term financial goals.

DEDICATED TO  

NORTHWEST INDIANA 

BUSINESS

nwi.wintrust.com | 219-515-5072
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T
here’s little doubt that otherwise ordinary 

objects are becoming more and more 

connected these days. Even refrigerators 

have wi-fi signals now. There’s even a catchy 

term for the subject that you may have heard 

called the “internet of things.” While a 

lot of these internet-enabled de-

vices and objects could log-

ically fall into the “bells 

and whistles” category 

of trivial items, there 

are a few areas where 

they could very well 

become invaluable. 

One of the most im-

portant is in the realm 

of personal protective 

equipment (PPE), where 

lives can be saved. 

Getting Smarter 
about Safety

Depending on your industry and the na-

ture of work being conducted, there are all 

kinds of different ways to apply smart PPE 

to your operations. There’s a lot for business 

owners and safety managers to gain from us-

ing this technology because of the unique in-

sight and data tracking it will be able to provide. 

Some examples include: 

COMMUNICATION DEVICES 

For workers who encounter 

dangerous or low-visibility 

environments, having 

things like a helmet, 

visor, mask, or ear pro-

tection equipped with 

communication devices 

to will help keep their 

teams updated on the 

status of the job and indi-

viduals involved. The addition 

of cameras and other monitoring 

packages combined with communica-

tions can give supervisors a real-time look into 

just how well things are going. 

SMART GLASSES Similar to the way commu-

nication devices help monitor a job task, smart 

glasses can enable the sharing of information. 

Imagine being able to upload schematics to an 

employee that’s working on a component in a 

different part of your facility from you. They can 

also send you back video and audio. In theory, 

you could run an entire factory this way with 

monitoring and control from a single primary 

source anywhere in the world. 

CONNECTED HARD HATS Hard hats fitted with 

vital sign, location, and imaging technology 

were initially utilized by entities within the min-

ing industries to help them keep track of worker 

location and condition in the labyrinth of un-

derground systems they work within. Today, 

the tech has also been widely incorporated into 

the emergency response sectors, where first re-

sponders in difficult situations can remain con-

nected with medical professionals in real time. 

THERMAL IMAGING Thermal imaging devices 

are increasingly seeing use in emergency ser-

Safety Gets 
an Upgrade
Gadgets that can Save Lives 

By Nick Dmitrovich

vices like firefighting in addition to numerous 

other industrial and manufacturing applica-

tions. If you’re searching for a hot pipe inside 

of wall, or perhaps a victim trapped in a nearby 

room, thermal cameras can help locate them. 

FITNESS TRACKERS Popular with health enthu-

siasts and individuals who exercise, fitness track-

ing technology has also been used by employers 

that have employees that both live and work in 

their facilities, like on ships or oil rigs. There are 

a lot of reasons why an employee’s health would 

be an important factor in the safety program-

ming of a facility of this type. Poor diet, for ex-

ample, or lack of sleep could lead to fatigue that 

threatens the safety of other workers. 

TEMPERATURE CONTROL There are various 

types of tech-enabled garments that can be used 

to protect workers in extreme environments 

such as sub-zero temperatures or superheated 

conditions. These items have sensors that can 

monitor a person’s body temperature and warn 

both workers and employers about potential 

problems. These can also, of course, be com-

bined with location monitoring and other tech-

nology like gas or chemical sensors. They can 

even be fitted with impact sensors to report the 

seriousness of an accident. 

TRANSPORTATION ACCIDENT PREVENTION Tech 

is even working to help alleviate one of the big-

gest problems in the transportation industry 

today: accidents caused by fatigue or sleeping 

behind the wheel. By tracking the behaviors 

and conditions of drivers and operators, safety 

experts are now able to help prevent accidents 

that could injure innocent civilians and expose 

companies to huge liabilities. This is also not 

just commercial technology anymore, either. 

Drowsiness detection systems are also being pi-

oneered and implemented in consumer vehicles 

by several major auto manufacturers. 

We’re Going to Learn a Lot
Smart PPE, combined with the rise that’s taken 

place in internet-enabled equipment and vehicles, is 

going to present employers with more data on their 

operations than ever before in the past. Experts proj-

ect this will be a major boost to efficiency and pro-

ductivity as potential accidents and malfunctions 

that could bring work to a standstill should, in 

theory, be known about well in advance of the in-

cident. But, given the high-performance standards 

these devices will be expected to handle, there is 

still a fair amount of development that will need 

to take place before items like these become com-

monplace. Because when people’s lives depend on 

it, these gadgets will have to work every single time. 

One thing’s for sure though, that develop-

ment is on the way. It won’t be long before many 

day-to-day work activities become safer through 

intelligent information sharing.  ◆ 

C A F / N W I B R T

HONORING EXCELLENCE IN
CONSTRUCTION & SAFETY

2 0 1 9

TICKETS & TABLES 
AVAILABLE NOW

THURSDAY, MAY 9, 5-9 PM

WWW.NWIBRT.ORG

Smart PPE 

is positioned

to help increase 

safety and 

productivity

Heated clothing reduces risk during extreme winters

For more safety topics and other stories, 
check out  BuildingIndiana.com.
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A Big Slice of a 
Really Big Pie    
What’s Indiana’s Share of $35B? 
By Nick Dmitrovich

T
he Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway sys-

tem is not only one of the most beautiful 

regions in the world, it’s also a vital nat-

ural resource that supports hundreds of thou-

sands of jobs throughout the U.S. and Canada. 

Even though Indiana only has just 45 miles of 

Lake Michigan’s 1,638 total miles of shoreline, 

the Great Lakes system still brings enough com-

merce through our state to support thousands of 

jobs. $35 billion worth of activity was generated 

by the system in 2017, overall. Just how big was 

Indiana’s share? 

We now have an answer. A detailed break-

down of the U.S. states and Canadian provinces 

that benefit the most from the system was pub-

lished by Pennsylvania-based Martin Associ-

ates, an economic and transportation consulting 

and research firm. Their report was titled Eco-

nomic Impacts of Maritime Shipping in the Great 

Lakes-St. Lawrence Region and was sponsored 

by an array of maritime-related organizations, 

including the Saint Lawrence Seaway Develop-

ment Corporation (U.S.), the St. Lawrence Sea-

way Management Corporation (Canada), the 

American Great Lakes Ports Association, and 

several others. 

The report’s authors based their findings on 

cargo movements at 40 destinations and devel-

oped data from interviews with more than 770 in-

dividual firms that have 1,105 operations through-

out the region.

 The Macro Scale
The overall scale of the impact the Great 

Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway system produc-

es on all the various economies involved is 

simply huge. Here’s a rundown of what was 

discovered: 

CARGO VALUE: In 2017, a total of 143.5 mil-

lion metric tons (158.3 million short tons) of 

cargo valued at $15.2 billion moved through the 

Great Lakes- Seaway system. 

This is somewhat of an underestimation, 

because a lot of the shipments begin and end 

within the system, creating economic impacts 

at both locations. The $15.2 billion figure only 

accounts for a shipment once.

 

ECONOMIC ACTIVITY: The marine cargo and 

vessel activity in the system generated a total 

of $35 billion in economic activity in the U.S. 

and Canada.

JOBS: Maritime commerce on the Great 

Lakes-Seaway system supported 237,868 U.S. 

and Canadian jobs, 78,400 directly. An ad-

ditional 80,343 induced jobs were supported 

in the regional economy. 79,126 indirect jobs 

were supported by $8.0 billion in regional 

purchases by businesses supplying services at 

the marine locations. 

INCOME: The system supported $14.2 billion in 

total personal wage and salary income and local 

consumption expenditures in the U.S. and Can-

ada. The 78,400 direct job holders received $3.8 

billion in wage income. 

PURCHASES: Businesses involved in activity in 

the system spent $8 billion on purchases. 

TAXES: A total of $6.6 billion in federal, state/

provincial and local tax revenue was generated 

by activity in the system.

What’s Indiana’s Cut? 
At first consideration, one might think In-

diana’s share of those large-scale totals would be 

fairly little, but the truth is that our economic 

activity accounts for just about half of the total 

U.S. figures. Take a look: 

CARGO: 26.9 million metric tons (29.7 million 

short tons)

 

ECONOMIC ACTIVITY: $13.7 billion. To put that 

into perspective, the total for all U.S. states 

along the system was $25.6 billion, indicating 

that Indiana’s share is substantial. 

JOBS: A total of 66,158 Indiana jobs are 

supported by the system, 19,518 directly. An 

additional 19,432 induced jobs were support-

ed in the regional economy, as well as 27,208 

indirect jobs. 

INCOME: $1.2 billion in direct wages/sal-

aries. Additionally, $2.4 billion in local 

consumption and $1.2 billion in indirect 

wages/salaries.   

PURCHASES: System-related businesses made 

about $2.6 billion in purchases.

TAXES: $1.7 billion in federal taxes, $623 

million in state and local taxes, for a total of 

about $2.3 billion in taxes. 

A Close-Up Look at Two 
Spots

The report also contained an interesting 

look at the impact individual portions of the 

overall system produce in Indiana, specifi-

cally the St. Lawrence Seaway itself and the 

Soo Locks. These waterways form the con-

nection between some of the largest bodies 

in the system. Even though the Soo Locks is 

over 400 miles away from Indiana and the 

St. Lawrence Seaway over 600, they still di-

rectly support a lot of Indiana jobs.

• The St. Lawrence Seaway directly 

supports 6,175 jobs and creates an 

economic impact of about $4.6 billion.

• The Soo Locks directly supports 15,046 

jobs and has a $10.3 billion impact.

 

A Pretty Big Cut
Indiana’s cut of the Great Lakes-St. Law-

rence Seaway system’s impact is substantial, 

$13.7 billion out of about $35 billion total 

shared by eight U.S. states and two Canadi-

an provinces. That’s almost 40 percent, even 

though we only have a tiny fraction of the to-

tal shoreline. The Great Lakes are, in all their 

beauty and splendor, a major source through 

which commerce flows through our state. 

More so than many of our neighbors. ◆

Breakdown of Cargo Type Moved (million metric tons, 2017)

Iron Ore – 50.6

Grain – 11.8

Stone/Aggregate – 27.3

Cement – 6.2

Salt – 7.9

Other Dry Bulk – 7.9

Coal – 17.3

Other Liquid Bulk – 0.8

Petroleum Products – 8.9

Steel – 3.9

General Cargo – 0.8

Total Value
of Cargo Moved

=
US$15 billion

(Cdn$19 billion)

    Big  
           Big Pie    
What’s Indiana’s Share of $35B? 
By Nick Dmitrovich

      

DULUTH/

SUPERIOR

MONTREAL

 A shipping freighter floats down 
the St. Lawrence Seaway.

Facing the industry’s toughest 
challenges head-on
You want a contractor who can keep you a step ahead. 

Graycor Industrial brings over eight decades of experience to the 

power, metals and process markets. We deliver expertise for your 

toughest challenges, self performance capabilities for your most 

sophisticated jobs, and planning for the long term. Think beyond 

what you need today. Start building something more. 

Call (630) 684-7110

Industrial Constructors Inc.

Metals     Power     Process www.graycor.com

GREAT LAKES-ST. LAWRENCE SEA WAY SYSTEM
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B
y the time you read this magazine, it’ll 

have been about six weeks since many 

of your employees made New Year’s res-

olutions to live healthier lifestyles. And, by now, 

about 8 out of 10 of them have already aban-

doned those plans. 

Yep, it’s true. According to U.S. News, about 

80% of New Year’s resolutions are in the gutter 

after six weeks. What’s the reason for this? Well, 

as the authors of the data stated, well-inten-

tioned changes are easy to self-impose but very 

difficult to remain motivated to achieve. Unless, 

of course, you’ve got a little outside help to keep 

you motivated. 

As an employer, there are lots of important 

reasons for encouraging your staff to get health-

ier. Altruism aside, healthier employees per-

form better and cost less. 

That might sound rather blunt, but it’s a 

reasonable business strategy. For example, 

the Mayo Clinic published a study last year 

wherein they had gathered health data on 

over 9,000 employees of Baptist Health South 

Florida. Researchers conducted health risk 

assessments based on dietary patterns, physi-

cal activity, blood pressure, blood glucose lev-

el, total cholesterol level, and smoking and di-

vided participants into three categories; low, 

moderate, and optimal. 

The mean annual health care expenditures 

among those with a low ranking was $10,104 

compared with $5,824 for moderate and 

$4,282 for optimal. 

Health care costs are just one area where 

the savings are significant. There are numer-

ous others, like better attendance, better atti-

tude at work, better productivity, better reten-

tion, and so on. 

The question is, how can we achieve this? 

A Healthier Workplace 
Setting 

How can we motivate adults in our compa-

nies to change their bad habits and start becom-

ing healthier? Start out by creating a healthier 

environment in the workplace. 

If you’ve got a refrigerator or vending ma-

chine stocked with waistline-expanding sodas 

or bladder-cancer-inducing energy drinks, then 

your employees are probably going to be con-

suming them on a daily basis. Switch to water. 

Similarly, you’re not being generous by 

bringing in a box of doughnuts each morning. 

You’re only generously increasing your own 

healthcare costs and tempting people into be-

coming fatter. A bag of apples is so much cheap-

er in the long run and they provide a more use-

ful form of energy without the horrible lag that 

sugary, deep-fried bread produces. 

Put Out the Butts
12,500 people die from smoking in Indi-

ana every year. Have any of them been your 

employees? Aside from the tragic loss of life, 

have you ever wondered what tobacco use is 

costing your company and its employees?

Research published just a few weeks ago 

by the Richard M. Fairbanks Foundation in 

Indianapolis found that Hoosier businesses 

lose about $2.8 billion per year in productivi-

ty due to tobacco use. On top of that, Indiana 

families face a combined $1,125 per house-

hold in additional state and federal taxes to 

cover health care costs for tobacco use. 

It’s not going to be easy to encourage your 

employees to quit, but it’s going to be worth 

the effort. The first step would be to add in-

centives for nonsmokers; the most common 

of which is extra vacation time. The logic is 

that smoke breaks eat up time during the day, 

and extra time should be awarded to those 

who take fewer breaks. Statistically speaking, 

giving extra time off to nonsmokers still saves 

you time and money, as smokers are much 

more likely to miss more work from illness over time. 

Secondly, it is recommended you work with your insurer to devel-

op and implement subsidized programs in your company that can help 

individuals break their addiction to nicotine. You can also additionally 

make your entire facility and its vehicles completely smoke free and 

stop allowing smoke breaks. 

Get Up and Move
Employees really need to get off their butts. Two studies reflected the 

brutal reasons why. 

The American Journal of Epidemiology found that sitting for more 

than six hours a day can make someone at least 18% more likely to die 

from diabetes, heart disease, and obesity than those sitting less than three 

hours a day. 

Secondly, the Pennington Biomedical Research Center found that peo-

ple who sit for most of the day are 54% more likely to die of heart attacks.

Both cardiovascular conditions and diabetes are well-known 

to be expensive when it comes to healthcare costs. Getting up and 

moving is so easy, and there are several ways you can increase mo-

mentum among your staff. 

Directors with Human Factors and Ergonomics at Cornell University 

have published materials recommending that people get up and move at 

least every 20 minutes. That might seem like a challenge for many business 

models, depending on the nature of the work. But this is one area where a 

little creativity can save you money. 

Consider encouraging standing meetings, walking meetings, get-

up-and-move breaks at least every hour, making a few exercise bikes 

available, and maybe even competitions. A popular way to gamify mo-

tion is to use phone apps or fitness trackers to measure how many steps 

an individual takes in a given day. However you choose to go about it, 

major payoffs are possible. 

It’s Time for Some Changes
With a little bit of support and encouragement from employers, 

and just a few changes to company workplaces, a lot of people could be 

living much healthier lives. In turn, they’d be saving their companies 

and their local economies major dollars. Actually, they’d be making 

more revenue for those entities over the long run, which renders many 

of the minimal investments mentioned fairly moot. Healthier and hap-

pier employees will always be a good investment. ◆

                        

219.769.0087
WWW.JOHNSONI.COM

HAVE
YOU 

EVER...

CALL TODAY TO

SCHEDULE A FREE

CONSULTATION VISIT.

IT’S TIME 
FOR AN ALL-
INCLUSIVE 
BUSINESS 

LEGAL 
PROTECTION 

PLAN

FOR AS LOW AS

A MONTH!

$83

 Had a dispute with a supplier,  

    landlord, customer, or employee?

 Had difficulty collecting money  

    from customers?

 Been concerned with the risk of  

    being sued by customers,  

    vendors, or employees?

 Needed contracts & leases  

    reviewed or developed  

    inexpensively?

Healthier 
is Cheaper    

Motivating Employees

Saves Money

By Nick Dmitrovich

Consider encouraging standing 

meetings, walking meetings, get-up- 

and-move breaks at least every hour, 

making a few exercise bikes available, 

and maybe even competitions.
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Clean Careers
5X More Hoosier Employees Than Fossil Fuels  

By Nick Dmitrovich

I
f employment figures are any indication of 

the direction that our state is headed both 

culturally and economically, then Indiana’s 

future is likely going to look much cleaner than 

it does today. Even though Indiana is still one of 

the top-ranked states for coal dependence and 

we rank among the top 10 producers of coal, 

recent data shows that, overall, Indiana now 

employs five times more workers in clean ener-

gy than fossil fuels. And the numbers get a lot 

bigger from there. 

More than all the Waiters 
and Lawyers Combined

A big shift is happening in terms of in-

dustry dominance which, let’s be real, will 

be one of the true drivers of change for 

most economies. Today, more than 83,000 

Indiana residents now work in clean energy 

industries. That employment figure is more 

than all the waiters and waitresses, comput-

er programmers, lawyers, and web develop-

ers in Indiana combined. 

Every single county in Indiana has employ-

ees from the clean energy sector. Among all the 

different types of employment subcategories 

within clean energy, the energy efficiency cate-

gory was the one that provided the most Hoo-

sier jobs with 53,963 workers. That’s more than 

six in 10 of all clean energy jobs in the state. 

Clean vehicles came in second with over 14,464 

jobs, among which hybrid and electric vehicles 

made the largest portion (12,929). 

That data comes to us from a new analysis 

developed by multiple sources; refreshingly de-

void of red-versus-blue-style arguments. The 

2018 Clean Jobs Midwest report, available in a 

rather comprehensive website, was published 

by Clean Energy Trust (CET), a Chicago-based 

early-stage clean energy investment, venture 

development, and advocacy firm, and E2 (En-

vironmental Entrepreneurs), a national non-

partisan business group advocating for positive 

economic and environmental policies. Data in 

the report also originated from the U.S. Dept. of 

Labor’s employment statistics. 

Current Progress and 
Projection 

Indiana added 1,385 new energy efficien-

cy jobs from 2016 to 2017 (2.6 percent job 

growth). This outpaced the Midwest overall, 

which had a growth rate of 1.5 percent. 

There are many different types of jobs in 

the energy efficiency subcategory, several of 

which you might not expect. For example, 

this could include factory jobs that manufac-

ture parts for high efficiency products and 

components, construction jobs that augment 

the HVAC systems of facilities to be more effi-

cient and save energy, and several others.

For all clean energy jobs in general, ex-

perts are projecting a big year for 2019. Em-

ployers are expecting to add about 5,000 

jobs this year, which would be a 6.1 percent 

growth rate. 

By locality, Marion County, Elkhart 

County, and Allen County hold the largest 

clean energy employment totals, while other 

major standouts understandably include the 

Indianapolis and Chicago metropolitan areas. 

Interestingly, Indiana’s rural areas contain just 

about half the number of jobs (16,000) that 

the denser metro areas have (33,354). Accord-

ing to the report’s authors, this reflects a trend 

of clean energy employment growth that 

spans not only rural and urban development 

regions, but the scope of the Midwest overall. 

“These findings show that clean energy 

jobs in renewable energy and energy effi-

ciency are growing across the region and that 

the Midwest continues to demonstrate it is 

a fertile region for clean energy innovation, 

enabling businesses to launch, grow, and cre-
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ate jobs,” said Erik G. Birkerts, CEO of Clean 

Energy Trust. “Everyone should embrace and 

support these sectors that are driving eco-

nomic development.”

Micaela Preskill, E2’s Midwest Advocate, 

said, “With further investment and smart state 

policy, clean jobs will continue power Indi-

ana’s economy into the next decade.”

Foreseeably Beyond 
Efficiency 

Aside from the existing growth rate and 

the impressive projections the energy effi-

ciency sector is showing, the report contained 

additional data as to what other areas of clean 

energy are experiencing. 

• Renewable energy, led by wind and solar, 

employs 10,682 Indiana residents

• Over 3,800 Indiana residents now 

work in grid modernization and 

energy storage

• The majority of Indiana’s clean energy 

jobs (80.7 percent) are in construction 

and manufacturing

• Clean fuels and clean vehicle technolo-

gies employ 15,237 workers 

• Small businesses are driving Indiana’s 

clean energy sectors, with 72.1% of clean 

energy businesses employing fewer than 

20 individuals

Recently, the Indiana Municipal Power 

Agency cut the ribbon on the Rensselaer 2 

Solar Park, which can produce an annual 

amount of energy to power over 500 homes, 

and the organization is building additional 

parks in three other counties (in addition to at 

least 16 others it’s built.) Just days later, Col-

orado-based Scout Clean Energy announced 

it had secured permits to build the proposed 

$150 million Bitter Ridge Wind Farm in Jay 

County, installing up to 59 wind turbines 

across 12,000 acres. 

There’s little doubt that clean energy is 

big business in Indiana. Environmental rhet-

oric and large-scale policy debates aside, we 

all know that efficiency is profitable for any 

endeavor. It’s certainly profitable for 83,000 

of our citizens, to say the least. Where we go 

from here will be worth observing as our state 

marks a major shift toward a cleaner future.  ◆

I

These windmills along I-65 have transformed the 
landscape (and how we generate electricty).

 ENERGY EFFICIENCY  

Installation and maintenance, HVAC 

efficiency, advanced building materials

 RENEWABLE ENERGY GENERATION 

Wind, solar, biomass, hydropower 

 ADVANCED TRANSPORTATION 

Producing or maintaining alternative 

fuel vehicles

 CLEAN FUELS 

Advanced biofuels and alternative fuel 

production

 ADVANCED GRID 

Energy storage, smart grid technology

Types of Clean  

Energy Job Sectors, 

with Examples
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Get Back to 
Work 
Teaching Old Dogs Some 
New Tricks

By Nick Dmitrovich 

A
utomation can be a bit of a scary thing 

for workers no matter where they fall on 

the blue-to-white collared spectrum. 

Technology has rapidly changed the way busi-

ness happens in this country and every day 

brings new innovations. Yes, most of these 

are intended to improve processes and make 

things more efficient and easier, but they fre-

quently also come at a cost. Many people have 

seen their role in the workplace change or 

outright disappear. 

Though now unemployed, these dis-

placed workers are still a potential asset 

for many companies. They have experience 

plenty of work ethic. All they need are some 

new skills to enable their success in today’s 

work settings. 

What Do the 
Numbers Say? 

The statistics and long-range outlook on 

the subject of jobs lost to technology and au-

tomation vary considerably depending on the 

source. Some experts project that as many as 

30 percent of all American workers will have 

to find new occupations by 2030 due to ad-

vances in robotics, artificial intelligence, and 

machine learning (McKinsey Global Institute). 

That’s 70 million people. 

Other experts put the figure much high-

er – all over the place, in fact. Some believe 

that 13.5 million workers could be displaced 

(OECD), 58 million (PWC), or even up to 80 

million (Bank of England). 

While that’s obviously terrifying, the hard 

data we have is a little bit more optimistic, 

though it is limited. The Bureau of Labor Sta-

tistics (BLS) provides a national worker dis-

placement survey every two years; the most 

recent of which was published in late August 

of 2018. Their data shows that a large portion 

of displaced workers have been able to find 

new employment. 

Specifically, the BLS found that from Janu-

ary 2015 through December 2017, there were 

3.0 million U.S. workers displaced from jobs 

they had held for at least 3 years. By January 

2018, 66 percent of them were reemployed. 

That still leaves a large number of people 

looking for jobs, many of whom will need 

new skills or additional training. While we 

were unable to definitively pinpoint data that 

accurately reflected the scope of the issue 

for Indiana specifically, we have been seeing 

several examples of Hoosier organizations ac-

tively working to help reintroduce displaced 

employees back into the workforce. 

How Hoosiers are 
Learning New Skills

Just a few weeks ago, the U.S. Depart-

ment of Labor awarded a $7.5 million grant to 

Midwest Urban Strategies (MUS), which is a 

group made up of representatives from 13 dif-

ferent midwestern urban workforce develop-

ment boards. Two of those boards are based 

in Indiana and the others consist of major 

metropolitan hubs from surrounding states. 

Funds from the grant, which is referred 

to as the Trade and Economic Transition 

Dislocated Worker grant, have been issued 

to the Valparaiso-based Center of Work-

force Innovations on behalf of the North-

west Indiana Workforce Board (NWIWB) 

and to Indianapolis-based EmployIndy. 

Both organizations will be working in their 

respective regions to help dislocated work-

ers reconnect with employment in growth 

occupations and industries.

The programs will focus on efforts to en-

gage and retrain mature workers with new 

skill sets and gain reemployment in sectors 

including healthcare, transportation and lo-

gistics, information technology, financial ser-

vices, and advanced manufacturing. Partners 

will use pre-apprentice and registered appren-

ticeships, with customized training to develop 

best practice strategies.

The NWIWB will receive $650,000 of the 

funding to deploy in Northwest Indiana and 

the Gary metropolitan area.

“Many mature workers are struggling to 

reconnect in the workforce, in part because 

of technology and advanced skills required 

by employers,” said Linda Woloshansky, pres-

ident & CEO of the Center of Workforce Inno-

vations and staff to the NWIWB. “The MUS 

grant will allow employers to invest in train-

ing those older workers who have a solid work 

ethic and a motivated attitude.”

The NWIWB will serve 100 unemployed 

dislocated workers age 55+ from across the 

seven NWI counties. With a focus on em-

ployer demanded skills in high-demand oc-

cupations across advanced manufacturing, 

healthcare, and IT, participants will receive 

skills upgrading and/or training to help posi-

tion them back into the workforce with 21st 

century skills. This will be accomplished by 

offering career assessments, career path plan-

ning, skills upgrading and training, and job 

searching support services.  

EmployIndy will receive nearly $1.1 mil-

lion in programmatic funds to deploy in the 

Indianapolis region. 

“The loss of legacy jobs has hit Mari-

on County hard in the past two years due 

to changing technology, automation, trade, 

outsourcing, and rising business expenses. 

Displaced workers are faced with a traumatic 

challenge – both personally and professionally 

– which they must navigate to find their next 

step,” said Angela Carr Klitzsch, EmployIndy 

president and CEO.

Over two years, EmployIndy will be allo-

cating its grant funds to serve more than 150 

dislocated workers throughout Marion Coun-

ty. This will be made possible through career 

assessment systems, growing local appren-

ticeship programs, and utilizing career path-

way toolkits created in partnership with the 

Council for Adult and Experiential Learning 

(CAEL).

Hope Against the Robots
This endeavor to reequip displaced work-

ers with new skills is a source of hope for those 

of us who are concerned our professions could 

one day be taken by robots. Also, the program 

is still evolving. As the various partner organi-

zations throughout the Midwest work to assist 

their constituents, MUS will be looking at the 

big picture to benchmark the strategies that 

deliver the best outcomes. 

“Addressing the needs of our ageing work-

force is a challenge for all of our members,” 

said Midwest Urban Strategies Director Trac-

ey Carey. “We’re especially excited for the op-

portunity to learn from the best practices and 

experiences that will come.”

With a few new skills and a little bit of sup-

port, Indiana’s workers are going to be able to 

do exactly what many of them are likely very 

eager to do. Get back to work. ◆

219.762.8054 • Portage, IN • www.solidplatforms.com

Scaffold Rental and Field Erection

2017 NWIBRT
CONTRACTOR OF THE YEAR

 

Solid Platforms, Inc. is a full 

service scaffold supplier with 

professionals available 

24 hours a day, 

7 days a week. 

Services we provide to 
our customers include:

• Rental & erection of 

 scaffolding systems

• Professional engineers

 to design a system

• Sidewalk canopies

• Trash chute rental 

 & installation

• Swing stage & 

 mobile scaffold 

 systems

•   Concentration in  
Leadership &  
Management

•   18-24 Months

•   Under $11K  
(Under $14k out-of-state)

Learn more at pnw.edu/techgrad

INIL OH

WI MI

COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY

Become a Leader in

TECHNOLOGY 
Earn a Master’s Degree 

ONLINE . . .

For more education and workforce 
development topics, check out  
BuildingIndiana.com.
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Everybody’s Using 
CRM Software 
Which Ones
Are the Best?  

By Nick Dmitrovich 

M
arket trends are displaying what many 

business owners can likely affirm; that 

CRM software is delivering major re-

turns to companies. In fact, right now it makes 

up the largest software market in the world and 

it’s showing no signs of slowing down any time 

soon (SuperOffice). Over 90 percent of com-

panies with more than 11 employees are using 

CRM in one form or another (Business.com). 

CRM stands for customer relationship man-

agement, but its use in various software suites 

goes far beyond lead nurturing. It can help auto-

mate lots of different things for companies, such 

as email marketing, customer data tracking, 

contact management, client histories, sales pro-

cesses, reporting, planning, cloud storage and 

mobile accessibility, and a whole bunch of other 

business processes that were once time-con-

suming and cumbersome. It makes business 

easier and more efficient, so it’s of little surprise 

that it’s caught on so widely. 

But which version of CRM software is the 

right one for your business? Which ones are 

considered the best? We turned to several tech 

savvy sources to build answers. 

What do the most popular 
platforms do? 

It became apparent as we did our research that 

several CRM software platforms commonly pop 

up on different “best-of” lists, even when looked at 

across various categories. Let’s take a look at what 

these frequently-mentioned platforms can do. 

HUBSPOT

HubSpot’s CRM software is free, obviously 

making it an attractive choice for many compa-

nies. Perhaps more importantly, the company 

describes its capabilities as being able to “auto-

mates the tasks salespeople hate” so they won’t 

have to “fight with clunky tools that slow them 

down.” The program offers an up-to-the-minute 

view of your entire sales funnel and tracks cus-

tomer interactions automatically. 

SALESFORCE

Salesforce is one of the most popular CRMs 

in the country. It’s designed to enable sales peo-

ple to convert leads and close deals faster by 

making the information they need clearer and 

more accessible. The company boasts customer 

reports that display an average +36 percent sales 

productivity, +28 percent revenue, and +38 per-

cent better forecasting. 

ZOHO

Zoho’s CRM platform is interesting in that 

it’s flexible. Users can customize their setup to 

add industry-specific functions and custom fea-

tures to match their business’s needs. The sales 

processes that users establish can be scaled up 

during times of growth. 

FRESHSALES

The CRM platform that Freshsales has devel-

oped uses AI-based scoring to prioritize leads. As 

the company says, this lets users know “which sales 

lead is hot and who’s not.” It can also provide what 

the company calls a “360-degree customer view” in 

that users can seamlessly access customers’ social 

profiles, touchpoints, and more. 

PIPEDRIVE

Pipedrive’s CRM platform is built around the 

philosophy that power comes from simplicity, 

meaning that its users will be able to cut out a lot of 

admin work. It’s reporting is designed to show us-

ers where they’re missing opportunities and which 

activities bring them the best conversion rate.

Improve Your Sales Process
CRM software is changing the way business 

connects with opportunity and it looks like its 

use is only going to continue to spread. There are 

certainly a lot of different formats and providers 

out there and it may be a little tricky to deter-

mine which one is the best fit for your company, 

but in the end it will be worth it. The potential 

is too great to ignore, and many processes could 

become a lot easier. CRMs are a valuable tool 

that’s likely here to stay. ◆

S T E E L  C I T I E S  S T E E L S ,  I N C .

Structural•Plate
Bar•Tubing•Pipe

Grating•Sheet
ColdFinishedBar
ExpandedMetal

Services we provide:
Oxy-Fuel & Plasma Plate Cutting 

Production Cutting

 Mitre/Saw Cutting

Galvanizing 

Grinding

Shearing

NorthernIndiana•Chicagoland•SouthwestMichigan

800.228.2026•www.scsmetals.com

THE BEST CRM 
SOFTWARE OF 2018

(Not ranked in any particular order)

• HUBSPOT

• ZOHO

• FRESHSALES

• INSIGHTLY

• BPM’ONLINE

• LESS ANNOYING CRM

• SALESFORCE

   PROFESSIONAL

• PIPEDRIVE

• APPTIVO

• BASE

Source: PC Magazine

Best CRM Software 

VENDORS BY MARKET
PRESENCE,
AUGUST 2018
(Not ranked in any particular order)

• SALESFORCE

• ORACLE

• NETSUITE

• SAP

• MICROSOFT DYNAMICS 

• INFUSIONSOFT 

• ZOHO

• BLACKBAUD

• SUGARCRM

• NIMBLE

Source: TechnologyAdvice

10 MOST POPULAR CRM 
SOFTWARE, WITH USER 
SATISFACTION RATINGS

1.  HUBSPOT 99%

2.  SALESFORCE 99%

3.  FRESHSALES 95%

4.  BPM’ONLINE 100%

5.  ZOHO 92%

6.  COPPER 97%

7.  AMOCRM 100%

8.  ONCONTACT 100%

9.  VCITA 100%

10.  REVAMPCRM 100%

Source: Finances Online

“CRM is now at the 
heart of every growing 
business.”

MARK TAYLOR, SUPEROFFICE

Top of the Charts
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Last Word

Rebuilding Education, 
Increasing Opportunity  
By Dr. Jennifer McCormick,

Indiana Superintendent of Public Instruction

Are you interested in being a contributor in an issue of Building 
Indiana? Email editor@BuildingIndiana.com!

A 
rigorous education is the essential component to a via-

ble and robust workforce and Indiana’s overall economic 

prosperity.  Without ensuring an unwavering priority is 

placed upon PK-16 education, we will miss a crucial opportunity 

to make systemic improvement in our great state. The Indiana 

Department of Education’s (IDOE) vision is to ensure all Indi-

ana students develop skills and explore their passions through 

high-quality learning experiences that prepare them for an en-

gaged citizenry and successful participation in a global economy.

However, in order to accomplish this vision, we must not 

only align our education system to today’s business and industry 

needs, but we must also ensure schools are offering a wide variety 

of relevant career preparation and 

exploration opportunities for our 

students. It is important for students 

to not only pursue a future career, 

but a future career that ignites their 

passions and considers lifetime earn-

ing powers. We cannot simply focus 

on the open positions of today, or we 

risk drastically failing our students 

tomorrow. In order to realize this 

reality, we must rebuild K-12 career 

exploration and experiential sys-

tems, modernize our current cours-

es and diploma requirements, and 

empower teachers and educational 

leaders with factual knowledge relating to the alignment between 

work and school. 

Much of this work is already underway in Indiana. The In-

diana Department of Education has been charged with piloting 

career exploration programs in middle schools across our state, 

realigning advanced courses for high-wage and high-demand ca-

reer sequencing, providing business externships for educators, 

creating and implementing a statewide STEM plan, and pro-

viding comprehensive professional development for educators. 

Furthermore, redesigning and expanding flexibility surrounding 

teacher licensure is vital to Indiana’s future. Over the last two 

years, a combined 58 high school and middle school courses have 

been impacted by this undertaking. This flexibility unequivocally 

equates to more student opportunities. All of these endeavors re-

quire a focus on building the capacity at the state and local school 

levels. Innovation, education, and dedication are all required to 

build this necessary capacity.  

In addition, the Indiana Department of Education team has 

been involved in the Governor’s Workforce Cabinet and two of its 

subcommittees. All of the aforementioned successes have been a 

collective effort of K-12 educators, higher education, workforce 

partners, and cross-governmental agencies.

These efforts require Indiana 

to explore and adopt work-based 

learning models, such as, Career-

Wise Colorado, Pathways in Tech-

nology Early College High School 

(P-TECH), and Ford Next Genera-

tion Learning. Such models extend 

high school experiences without 

compromising academic rigor or di-

minishing the value of post-second-

ary education attainment. Without 

question, K-12 will be dependent 

upon the purposeful expansion of 

our partnerships with workforce 

and higher education. 

At a time when Indiana and much of the nation is experienc-

ing a low unemployment rate, the Department remains commit-

ted to the review of necessary and accurate data, partnering with 

stakeholders, and working with our local schools in order to ap-

proach the future workforce demands with the need for a rigorous 

and relevant PK-16 experience. ◆

We cannot simply focus 

on the open positions 

of today, or we risk 

drastically failing our 

students tomorrow.

Vincennes University is moving Indiana forward in a 

big way, by partnering with employers statewide. 

VU collaborates with industry partners to create 

unique, innovative, learning and training experiences 

that supply Indiana with the skilled workforce it needs.

As a VU Board of Trustees member 

and TMMI President, I see firsthand 
the beneficial partnership between 
both entities. Vincennes University 

equips graduates with the skills 

they need to be successful in the 

workplace. Hundreds of these 

graduates currently work at Toyota 

Indiana, and I’m confident that VU  

will help us and other employers  

meet our future hiring needs by 

providing highly skilled workers 

through the AMT program and 

other curricula as Indiana’s strong 

manufacturing sector continues  

to grow.   

--Millie Marshall
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ONSITESOME PROGRAMS OFFERED

•  Columbus
•  Fort Wayne
•  Greenwood

•  Indianapolis North
•  Indianapolis West
•  KokomoPROGRAMS

•  Marion Residential Campus

•  Merrillville


